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Abstract
This research analyses transitions in land and water management practices of waterboards through a
gendered lens. The objective of this research is to identify how gender relations play a role in shaping
land and water management practices and thereby shaping Dutch landscape. The role of gender is
identified through the daily experiences of employees in the waterboard of the Dutch region of Limburg.
Waterboards are among the most prominent and oldest institutions in Dutch water management. They
bear the responsibility for ensuring a sufficient supply of water and keeping the Netherlands protected
against floods. Measurements taken over the past centuries to ensure this, not only altered water flows
but had also (un)intended effects on the landscape. Safety, nature, agricultural, physical (spatial)
planning and cultural history are all closely connected with the management of water. The transitions in
land and water management practices of waterboards are analysed through a conceptual framework
which uses central concepts of transitions theory and gender regimes. This research consists of three
parts: (1) an assessment of the history of the development of water management approaches in Dutch
waterboards, and how they influenced the Dutch landscape; (2) an assessment of the history of the
developments within the waterboard of Limburg; (3) assessment of personal stories of employees
working in land-water related projects in the waterboard of Limburg. This research describes a transition
at all three levels. First, the waterboards transitioned from a technical approach towards a more integral
approach. This transition is recognisable in the waterboard of Limburg. There, a change in gender
regimes and gender relations was noticed. An increasingly equal male to female ratio is observed due
to a larger number of women joining the waterboards. Despite this, this research concludes how
masculine norms still permeate the organizational culture of waterboard Limburg, and dictate planning,
measures, and implementation. Future research is suggested to analyse how the transition towards more
gender equality within the waterboard of Limburg is reflected in Dutch land and water management
practices.
Keywords: Gender regime; Waterboards; Waterboard Limburg; Transitions; Land and water
management; Narrative story telling
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1. Set up of this research
1.1. Introduction: How gender and waterboard meets
Gender feels like a fundamental part of someone’s self, and it seems that it should be regarded as the
most obvious thing in the world. Instead, gender is a topic of prejudice, myth, and sheer falsehood
(Connell, 2002). How someone dresses or behaves are gender related, as well as bodily aesthetics,
relations, and work. Women are supposed to wear high heels and skirts, men are not. Men are supposed
to be though, women are supposed to be caring. Boys are supposed to play with cars, girls with barbies.
Boys should like blue; girls should like pink. The examples are endless. All these aspects are so familiar
and common that they are taken for granted, they seem natural. This binary way of thinking is also
translated into how people understand gender; the natural differences between man and woman (Connell
& Pearse, 2015). What belongs to a man (boy)/woman (girl) in one culture can differ in another culture.
It can differ across both time and culture (Godman, 2017). Marking something as male of female implies
the social meaning that is attached to the concept of gender (West & Zimmerman, 1987a). Gender is not
an absolute, but exist only in social relation (Walby, 2009). Therefore, when focussing on gender, the
key is to focus on relations. Since gender is, above all, a concept of social relations within which
individuals and groups act, set in an arena where issues such as justice and identity arise (Connell &
Pearse, 2015). Realizing that gender relations form the basis for our social organization (Kronsell,
2013a), has taken me to explore the concept of gender. My attention was caught to explore gender
relations within the waterboards in the Netherlands.
Last summer, severe floods ravaged parts of Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. The news was
overloaded with the events. I followed every second, anticipating what would happen next. Thousands
of people were evacuated. The floods in the Netherlands have officially been declared a disaster by its
prime minister(Kabinet Noemt Overstromingen Zuid-Limburg Formeel Een Ramp, Overheid Betaalt
Deel Schade | NOS, 2021). Some people recalled the floods of 93/95, the last big floods that the
Netherlands has known. I know about the floods in 93/95, heard people talk about them and have seen
pictures, but it always felt as a far from my bed show. This was suddenly very close and real. The level
in the Meuse even surpassed the levels of the floods in 93/95. Still, it could have been much worse, if
the waterboard of Limburg and other organizations concerned with water management did not take the
measures we have taken in the past after the floods of 93/95(Verschuren, 2021). It is expected that the
frequency and intensity of floods increase over time due to climate change. Waterboards are one of the
institutions in the Netherlands that fulfill an important role in designing and implementing specific
adaptation policies and measures that will manage the impact of future climate change
impacts(Kamperman & Biesbroek, 2017). The challenges that come with climate change are
unprecedented for all institutions involved, as well as the society as a whole (Kronsell, 2013a).
A waterboard is a government organisation with its primary responsibility of managing water in a
particular area. The measurements and policies that will be taken by waterboards impact and shape the
land, as they suit habitations, agriculture, industry, and recreation. It is their task to keep inhabitants safe
from floods, manage the water quantity and look after the treatment of urban wastewater (Havekes et
al., 2017). To prevent an extreme event such as the floods of last summer, or other climate-related events,
a good working water management system is of great importance for the Netherlands (OECD, 2014).
Additionally, the country is also subjected to sea liver rise and an increasing population, which will put
more pressure on the water systems. In combination with the low-lying river delta, the latter poses
increasing pressures and challenges on the waterboards to ensure the safety of the Dutch inhabitants.
These challenges, in combination with a changing society and growing technical advances resulted in a
shift in water management style (Van Der Brugge et al., 2005). The water management style transitioned
from an ‘old’ management style characterized by control with a significant sectoral and technical focus
towards the ‘new management style characterised by an integral and spatial approach (Van Der Brugge
et al., 2005). To improve our water management, even more, good water governance is required. This
system needs to manage and develop water resources (Keller & Hartmann, 2020a). This also includes
evaluating and reflecting upon the work of the waterboards. The focus tends to be on the outcomes and
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results of our water management system. While these are important, it is also essential to take other
factors of the institution into consideration, such as gender relations.
Gender relations are likely connected in large-scale changes, as gender is a crucial principle of social
organisation. Hence, it is important and relevant to analyse its influence on the development of new
policies and measurements taken by waterboards (Kronsell, 2013b). Gender relations in the context of
institutions are getting increasingly more attention by different scholars (Bode, 2020; Chappell &
Waylen, 2013; Kenny, 2007; Waylen, 2014). Institutions can be understood as places where people
work and where gender is institutionalised. Institutions cannot be seen as gender-neutral structures,
where gender simply belongs to the individual. Institutions are the ‘rule of the game’, meaning the rules,
norms and practices that influence political, social, and economic life (Chappell & Waylen, 2013). Thus,
the seemingly gender-neutral institutions are ingrained with gender aspects (Kenny, 2007). Femininity
and masculinity are defined, gender hierarchies are arranged, gendered cultures are constructed, and
gender-appropriate jobs are defined (Connell, 2005). Most of the time, the gendered dynamics of an
institution are not explored or poorly understood (Waylen, 2014). Exploring the gendered relations
within a waterboard is therefore of importance. Waterboards form important institutions in our battle
against climate change. The measures and policies taken by waterboards impact the Dutch landscape.
Realising that gender can also have significant consequences on design choices and processes, both
intended and unintended, it is essential to realise how they are integrated (Chappell & Waylen, 2013).
At this moment, little to no information can be found on gender in relation to waterboards in the
literature. However, there is an increasing awareness of gender in the water sector. Generally, in the
Dutch water sector, 30% is women, compared to 17-25% globally (WBG & GWSP, 2019a). However,
women occupy typically administrative and communicative positions such as secretaries or receptionists
(Personal communication Dutch Water Authority, 2020; (WBG & GWSP, 2019a). Therefore, it is
important to look from this perspective how gender might affect the work processes within the
waterboard and how they may affect the choices made in project designs.

1.1. Setting the scene: what are waterboards
Waterboards are the main point of observation in this research. It is therefore vital to understand what a
waterboard does. As defined by article 1 (first paragraph) of the waterschapswet 1, a waterboard is a
public body whose purpose is to manage the water of a particular area. Today, the Netherlands has 21
fully autonomous waterboards. This number has significantly changed over time. In comparison, in
1953, at the moment of the flood disaster, the Netherlands had 2670 waterboards. Where the members
of waterboards were mostly elected representatives of the landowners in the area (Mostert, 2017) Most
landowners were farmers, and in these days, farmers were mostly men, thus the water sector was
dominated by men (Nobel, 2009a). The years after, the waterboards changes. The waterboards decreased
in numbers with circa 2000 in 1962, 800 in 1974, 153 in 1988, 63 in 1999, 24 in 2014 and 21 at this
moment. Where the area of responsibility of each waterboard corresponds with catchment and subcatchment basins, dyke rings, pumping and storage areas. Thus, the waterboards do not correspond with
municipalities or provincial borders, giving the waterboards an interprovincial character (Havekes et al.,
2017b) .
The waterboards did not only change in numbers, but changes can also be seen in the male/female
division. The A&O-Fond Waterschappen collected data to analyse these changes. In 2018, there were
12.987 employees, with a distribution of 30.2% women. Compared to 2016, when there were working
a total amount of 29% women (Panteia, 2018). Incurred by a small change, but a change, nonetheless.
Another development is the increase in female managerial positions, from 21% in 2014 to 24% in 2016
(A&O-fonds Waterschappen, 2017). Another aspect that tells us something about waterboards is the age
distribution within the organisation. The average age of women is 46.3 compared to 47.9 men. A&OFond Waterschappen also stated that women work more parttime then their male colleagues (A&Ofonds Waterschappen, 2017). While female employees are increasing, the numbers still indicate a
dominantly masculine environment stemming from historical influences. This also raises the question
of how this patriarchy is still entangled in the working of the waterboards today.
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While this research focuses on waterboards, it is essential to realise the relation of the waterboard to
other institutions. The waterboards are the water operators with the National Water Authority
(Rijkswaterstaat). Their main task is providing the country with sufficient water and protecting the
country against floods. Waterboards perform this task in regional water, such as canals and streams. The
National Water Authority is responsible for managing the national, large bodies of water, such as the
rivers and sea (de Rijksoverheid, n.d.).Provinces and municipalities also play an important role in Dutch
water management. The national water authority is responsible for national policy and national
measurements. The national policy is then interpreted and put into policy frameworks and objectives by
the provinces. These include, among others, targets for limiting floods and water quality. The
waterboards give further meaning to these policies and implement the required measures to achieve the
set targets by the provinces. The provinces are then responsible for assessing whether these targets are
achieved (Interprovinciaal Overleg, n.d.). In terms of constitutions, the provinces are the supervisors of
the waterboards (OECD, 2014).

1.2. Problem statement and Research questions
Gender equality is increasingly gaining interest in both literature and society. The increased attention
on gender (equality) in our society, as well as in the literature, shows the social relevance of this research.
This is reflected in the amount of research, books, movies, news articles etc. that are written/made
regarding the subject(e.g., Criado Perez, 2019; Demetrakas, 2018; Grieshaber, 2021; Nu.nl/Reuters,
2020; Trevelyan, 2021; Van der Meulen, 2021; Van der Spruit et al., 2021). Furthermore, the United
Nations acknowledged the urge to include gender equality in their sustainable development goals. Goal
5 states the need for gender equality. It recognises that gender is a persistent challenge for all countries
worldwide (United Nations, n.d.). This ‘newly’ gained attention resulted in a range of new questions
emerging regarding gender. The questions are raised in different topics such as human rights, global
economics, environmental change, violence, and living conditions (Connell & Pearse, 2015b). But also
how gender equality is established within organisations and how it influences work processes (Acker,
1990a; Moskos, 2020a). Waterboards need to respond to the current developments regarding gender
equality, as they are part of the democratic system in the Netherlands. This can be done by reflecting
upon their organisation and how gender plays a role in this. Organisations can be seen as barriers of and
produce, gendered norms and practices. They create and reproduce gender division of labour cultural
definitions of masculinity/femininity (Connell, 2006a). In doing so, organisations can sustain gendered
occupational cultures (for example, the male manager and the female secretary) (Connell, 2006a). In
this research, the gender relations are analysed within the waterboards. The waterboards employ
predominantly males (Panteia, 2018). Over recent years, a shift has been visible regarding the influx of
women in the organisation of waterboards. This transition is a crucial moment in which I can analyse
how the daily experiences of employees have changed. This research is the first, to my knowledge, to
explore the role of gender in Dutch waterboards.
The connection between gender and water is unmistakable and has long been recognised by scholars
(WBG & GWSP, 2019b; Zwarteveen, 2008). Since 1970 scholars have shed light upon the gender
question in land and water policies and brought up questions about the unequal position of women.
Since then, gender has become a synonym for women (Arora-Jonsson, 2014). Most studies focus on the
role of women in water management in local communities in developing countries. The role of women
in water management in industrialised countries is often less researched. It is often assumed that
industrialised nations, institutions, and organisations are gender-equal, and thus it is not relevant to
analyse (Lafuente et al., 2021; Oyanedel-Craver et al., 2017; WBG & GWSP, 2019b). The waterboards
are an active organisation in water management in the Netherlands. Researching how gender relations
shape this organisation can give insights into the management of our natural resources and the design
of the Dutch landscape. People working at the waterboard are all working on managing our landscape
in one way or another. The choices they are making are reflected in our landscape. For example, dyke
elevation, where all employees have a particular approach to managing our landscape. Meaning that
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they can unconsciously favour or not favour specific persons/uses, resulting in different decisions.
Analysing gender relations can give more insight into how these processes take place.
As mentioned before, this research focuses on Dutch waterboards. Every organisation has its specific
gender regime. Meaning the patterns of gender relations present within an organisation (Connell,
2006a). Therefore, a case study approach of waterboard Limburg is chosen. Focusing on a Dutch water
management organisation gives several advantages. First, I am a Dutch citizen. It allows me to speak in
Dutch with the employees, connecting more easily with the waterboard employees. It also gives me the
advantage of knowing the Dutch culture. Secondly, choosing Dutch waterboards allows me to
investigate the Dutch water management system further using critical feminist studies—two aspects that
are dear to my heart. Gender is a crucial aspect of everyone’s life, but its role can differ. Therefore, this
research is a reflection of the visions of the employees of the waterboards of Limburg and represent my
visions on gender and employment at a waterboard. My gender also plays a large part in my life and
influences the decision I can/want to make. It probably will also affect how interviewees react while
talking to me. As gender is a crucial aspect of this research, I feel it is important to state my gender. I
identify myself as female. I hope that identifying as a female can help me build a stronger bond with
female interviewees, realising that some stories about gender can be sensitive. Sharing the same gender
as an interviewee can make her feel more comfortable talking to me. I hope to build a trusting bond with
my male interviewees by sharing experiences from my own life. I am aware that this can me identifying
as female and finding gender equity a vital issue can lead to biases. However, in this research, I see it as
an asset, mainly focusing on feelings and experiences. Positioning myself within the research can bring
forward new experiences and insights for me and the interviewee, positively contributing to the study.
This research motivates me to show the importance and complexity brought forward when taking on
gender perspectives. I acknowledge that gender is fundamentally interjectionally, where it interlocks
with multiple axes of inequality such as class, ethnicity, age, and race. Thus, I would like this research
to be a starting point to further discuss issues across the broader gender spectrum. It contributes to the
missing literature on gender perspective within the Dutch waterboards.
The overall aim of this research is to analyse the waterboard of Limburg by using the framework of
gender regime. Focusing on how gender relations are interwoven in the waterboard of Limburg, they
can shed light upon the question of how the organisation is structured and how change took place. This
will result in a structural inventory of gender relations and a complete exploration of the situation within
the waterboard of Limburg. Leaning to a more effective way of thinking about the processes that produce
gender equity outcomes may give insides into how processes in the organisation influence our landscape.
Therefore, this research aims to identify how gender relations play a role in shaping the daily experiences
of employees in the waterboard of Limburg. To investigate this, the following research and
accompanying sub-research questions have been formulated:
How do gender relations play a role in shaping our landscape using the daily experiences of
employees in the waterboard of Limburg?
SRQ1: How did the transition in Dutch water management influence the current land and water
management practices in the Netherlands?
SRQ2: How did the Waterboard of Limburg transition over the years?
SRQ3: How can the gender regime of the waterboard be described using the daily experiences of the
employees of waterboard Limburg?
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1.3. Research outline
Embedded in a theoretical context, the research questions are answered by deriving insights from gender
and transitions concepts which I combine, apply and illustrate through an empirical study. In chapter 2,
I introduce the guiding concepts. I explore gender relations through the idea of a gender regime. A
gender regime is defined as patterns of gender arrangements within an institution (Connell & Pearse,
2015). A gender regime considers four dimensions; (1) “gender division of labour”, (2) “gender relations
of power”, (3) Emotion and human relations and (4) “gender culture and symbolism”. I explore the
changes of the waterboard and its effects on the Dutch landscape by applying the transition theory. Using
the definition of van der Brugge et al. (2005), a transition is a process of co-evolution of markets,
networks, institutions, technologies, individual behaviour, and autonomous trends from one relatively
stable system to another. Literature is used to understand the transitions of the waterboards. The
empirical data is used to understand the gender regime at the waterboard of Limburg. Using the narrative
method, I explore the research question further. In chapter 3, I elaborate on the methodological
framework used. Here I expand on the selection of the participants and how the research process took
place. In chapter 4, I go into depth about the development of Dutch water management. The chapter is
based on literature reviews. The chapter informs about the transitions of Dutch water management and
how this influenced and shaped our landscape. Hereafter I zoom in on Waterboard Limburg and how
this has influenced and shaped the landscape. In chapter 5, I connect the waterboard Limburg with the
gendered aspects. I do this by combining literature review and narrative method showing how the
waterboard came about and works. Chapter 6 zooms in on three in-depth stories showing the emotions
and experiences of three employees. In chapter 7, I bring the discussion forward based on the empirical
data in relation to the theoretical framework. Chapter 8 shows the strengths and weaknesses of this
research. In chapter 9, I conclude my study.
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2. Conceptual Framework
Change is an important aspect to take into consideration in this research. How have the landscapes in
the Netherlands changed? How have the waterboards in the Netherlands changed? I look at change by
analysing it as a transition. This is done by using the transition framework. Using a transition framework
allows describing the gradually emerging (societal) change (van der Brugge et al., 2005). Using the
transition framework can place the waterboards into a broad perspective and analyse how these
institutions changed and their surroundings. I make use of the insights of Kronsell (2013), where the
central concepts of transitions theories are combined with theories of gender studies. In doing so, I first
explain the general understanding of a transition theory. Hereafter I present my viewpoint upon gender
theories. I am using the gender regime framework developed by Connell, 1987). I explain this gender
regime framework and zoom in on the four different dimensions. To fully understand the gendered lens
used in this viewpoint, I elaborated on the concepts of gender and gendered organisations. I conclude
this theoretical framework by combining the theories using Kronsell’s (2013) work as a base. Combining
these two theories illustrates how gender norms seem to infiltrate water management and thus landscape
management and argues that gender regimes tend to dictate planning measures, and implementation.

2.1. Understanding gender
‘‘One is not born, but rather becomes a woman’’
Simone de Beauvoir (1949)
In 1949, Simone de Beauvoir published her book The Second Sex, where she writes ‘‘One is not born,
but rather becomes a woman’’. This quote was the starting point for me of my own understanding of
gender and it seems fitting to start with the same quote in this explanation of gender. The quote implies
that being a woman, and the same goes for the man, is not a pre-determined state. We are not handed a
package with rules how to behave at the beginning of our life. Rather, someone grows over time into a
gendered person and behaves according to the gender accepted rules and norms that are set by society.
Hence, I choose to begin with this quote, as it grasps, in my opinion, the idea of what the concept of
gender is entails. It highlights how gender is a social construct of society. Thus, gender can be
understood as defined by socially constructed differences between female and male based upon the
biological division (Connell & Pearse, 2015).
Yet, gender is a broader concept, and needs further elaboration then is stated above. From a conventional
perspective gender is generally understood as a binary matter: one is either a woman (girl) or a man
(boy). It is a category that most people identify with or belong to. One is supposed to behave according
to the cultural norms present in a specific time and place according to the sex you are assigned to at birth
(Godman, 2018). Gender is often interchangeably used with the term sex. Yet, gender is not a synonym
for sex. The term sex refers to the biological distinction that separates man and woman, mostly in
connection with reproductive function (Short et al., 2013). Gender, on the other hand, refers to the set
of social meanings that are attached to one’s sex category (West & Zimmerman, 1987a). The differences
between man and woman seem to support the division in labour and the different female/male attitudes
in society. These divisions are based and rooted in the biological division (West & Zimmerman, 1987a).
Though, the biological distinction on just two categories is often rejected by scholars, saying that there
are more than two categories (Godman, 2018; Short et al., 2013; West & Zimmerman, 1987a). Aside
from the debate if sex can be labelled as a binary biological category, it is overwhelmingly integrated in
our way of thinking of gender. Our entire organization of social life if designed around the male-female
distinction and their connection to sex, or as called in Liben and Bigler (2017) gender polarization.
Gender norms, stereotyping etc is so integrated in our society that we almost forget how ubiquitous it is
(Liben & Bigler, 2017). It is therefore common to identify gender based on sex roles. However, we
should be aware of the roles that two different sexes are assigned and for thinking in binary. Only
focussing on the role that one is assigned based on the sex can be limiting in analysing gender relations
(Connell, 1987a). The key is therefore not to focus on differences but on relations. Gender is above all
how people construct social relations within which individuals and groups act (Connell, 2006).
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As already stated, the quote of Simone de Beauvoir implies that we do not have a rule book at the
beginning of our life, but rather grow and develop throughout our lives. This path that one follows in
becoming a gendered person is not set-in stones; becoming a gendered person may involve different
paths tensions and may produce instability. So therefore, I join scholars that see gender as the doing of
people, following the idea of (West & Zimmerman, 1987a) that gender does not solely belong to the
individual but is something that people do. Gender is constructed in and through interaction. Becoming
a gendered person is imposed from the outside, such as pressure from authorities or social norms. But
people themselves are also the construct of masculinity or femininity (Connell & Pearse, 2015), which
demonstrates the complexity of gender. This way of thinking is fundamental throughout gender studies.
It refers to the ideas of the French philosopher Foucault. He describes the working of power. Where
structures, defined as arrangements, are constituted by practices of individuals and at the same time,
they are also constrained by the circumstances which these structures constitute (Connell, 1987a), which
means that a person constructed their gender through their daily activities and in doing so constructing
a set of rules and norms (Korvajarvi, 2002; Poggio & Gherardi, 2001). At the same time, this person is
limited by the rules and standards constructed in society. We may feel free to make our gender, but we
are not free to make however we like it. Gender can then also be described as the pattern of social
arrangement shaped by everyday activities. The circumstances that these structures constitute can be
experienced as constraining and operating through a complex interplay of powers. Trying to decode
these social structures may start by analysing organisations (Connell, 1987a).

2.2. Gendered Organizations
Since the 1970s, academics have started to address how gender plays a role in work and organisations—
sparked by the second wave of women’s movements (Martin, 2020). Several scholars have presented
literature concerning gender in work and organisations. The article that Joan Acker published, in 1990,
marked a fundamental paradigm shift in the position about gender, work and organisation. Her article
‘Hierarchies, Jobs, Bodies: A Theory of Gendered Organizations” addressed why gender is crucial in
organisations—giving a complete understanding of the gendering of organisation and occupations
(Britton & Logan, 2008; Martin, 2020; Whitehead, 2013). In the words of Ackers, a gendered
organisation means the ‘advantage and disadvantage, exploitation and control, action and emotion,
meaning and identity, are patterned through and in terms of a distinction between male and female,
masculine and feminine (Acker, 1990, p. 146). Supported by Connell (1987) and West & Zimmerman
(1987)Acker argues that gender is not an addition to ongoing processes, and organisations cannot be
considered gender-neutral structures. In other words, organisations may claim they are gender-neutral,
but the practices and way of organising imply a favour towards masculinity. Acker reasons that the term
job is not a gender-neutral concept. Gendered organisational thinking supposes a ‘universal worker’ is
male, whose life is dedicated to his full-time job, which leads to gender segregation (Acker, 1990).
While organisations may argue that work processes are fair, transparent, and proposes equal
opportunities to men and women, the reality appears different. This is due to the inherent character of
the male worker as an universal worker. While people may bring their gender to the organisation, their
job is by itself inherited gendered (Britton & Logan, 2008). Leading to the conclusion that gender forms
a central component of an organisation (Martin, 2020). Therefore, Gendered organisations are a place
that sustains and produce gender (Purcell et al., 2010). It is not only the people who keep gender norms
and values alive, but also the organisation can create and reproduce gender divisions of labour and
cultural definitions of masculinity and femininity. Connell (2006) add to the gendered organisational
thinking by analysing gender as a multidimensional structure of social relations. Every organisation is
characterised by a gender regime, meaning the continuing (re)configurations of gender relations that
steer the gender practices of its partakers.
Thus, organisations can be seen as the barriers of gender, belonging to the structures of the organisations,
rather than belonging to the organisation's individual (Acker, 1990a). Both the formal and informal
institutions influence every organisation through gendered rules, practices, and narratives (Galea et al.,
2020). Institutions and organisations are two different concepts that cannot be used interchangeably.
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Institutions are defined as the ‘rules of the game’, within which both individual and collective actors are
the players. At the same time, organisations are composed of collective actors who are subject to and
influence of, institutional rules (Lowndes, 2020). To add, institutions produce rules that create stable
and recurring patterns of behaviour, which prescribe what is acceptable and what is not (Britton &
Logan, 2008). The rules, norms, and values created within an organisation are often taken for granted
and are therefore not explained or made explicit. When the rules, norms and values are challenged, it
becomes visible (Gherardi & Poggio, 2001). This can happen when women enter a traditionally male
setting.
Institutions occur in every sphere of our lives; social, economic, political, etc. Seeing an institution as
multi-faceted refers to different social phenomena at different levels. They appear to generate special
procedures and practices (Lowndes & Roberts, 2013). The concept of institutions is often used in
combination with politics. Political institutions have the power to construct the way ‘ordinary people’
live their lives and what they can and cannot do (Lowndes & Roberts, 2013). The waterboards belong
to the four autonomous authorities in the Netherlands. Meaning that a waterboard can, following this
thinking, be considered a political institution, or in the words of Connell (2006), as a state agency, as it
uses its powers to act upon society. But they are also engaged because of them being state agencies.
This way of thinking, the interaction between a governing body and society, can also be referred to as
governance (Türke, 2008). Nonetheless, in this research, I refer to a waterboard as an organisation with
its own gender regime. Realising that each organisational gender regime is part of a broader pattern,
which can endure over time. This wider pattern is called by Connell & Pearse (2015) a gender order of
a particular society. Each of the gender regimes of organisations corresponds to society's overall
dominant gender order. But a gender regime may vary from the general gender order, which might ignite
a change in one sector that can eventually change the overall gender order.

2.3. Gender Regimes
The concept of Connell’s gender regime will be used in this research. At the basis of this gender regime
are lying gender relations, meaning the way people organise themselves based on their gender. Gender
relations are the social relations arising because of the sex someone is born with, resulting in the assigned
gendered behaviour. Every organisation is characterised by a gender regime, which means the
continuing (re)configurations of gender relations that steer the gender practices of its partakers.
Analysing gender relations means describing a gender regime. Several scholars (Walby, Acker and
Connell) use a gender regime to analyse gender relations. Both Walby and Connell developed a gender
regime framework simultaneously but separate from each other (Walby, 2004). Both scholars reason
that the one-dimensional approach is not working. The focus should instead be on multiple dimensions.
The main difference between the two approaches is that the theory of Connell is usually applied to one
organisation rather than on larger and multiple systems. Connell sees it as a ‘structural inventory of a
particular institution’ (p.99). In comparison with Acker, Connell does not automatically assume a
disadvantage between men and women. It emphasises the relation between men and women, which
creates a starting point to conclude possible inequalities, rather than already assuming this(Acker, 2009).
Therefore, the concept of Connell’s is used to apply on waterboard Limburg.
Exploring the gender regime within the waterboard of Limburg will help me understand how gendered
practices influence the daily experiences of employees. Connell has provided this framework in her
book ‘gender and power’(Connell, 1987) and to which she has been adding since 1987. The framework
allows understanding structure and change within an organisation (Connell & Pearse, 2015) and
highlights the time-and-place-specific aspects and flexibility of a gender structure (Williams, 2002). The
first framework in the book ‘gender and power’ uses three dimensions: labour, Power and Cathexis
(Connell, 1987). A fourth dimension is added; symbolism(R. Connell, 2006; Connell and Pearse, 2015).
While using the work of Connell as a basis, I will use the work of Acker (1992) and other prominent
scholars in organisation theory to help to understand gender regime theory better, as there are
overlapping aspects.
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To analyse the gender relations, and thus to describe a gender regime, is done by using four dimensions;
(1) “gender division of labour”, (2) “gender relations of power”, (3) Emotion and human relations and
(4) “gender culture and symbolism. These four dimensions form a template to describe the gender
regime within an organisation. I will explain how these components are interpreted for this research and
why it is essential to analyse all four of them. However, one should remember that the dimensions are a
tool for thinking; they cannot be seen as separate dimensions. The different dimensions constantly
interweave and condition each other. Gender intersects and combines with other structural relations,
including race, sexuality and class that can influence outcomes (Chappell & Waylen, 2013).

Gender division of labour
The first dimension that is distinguished is the gender division of labour. This dimension is the first to
be recognised in social science and is until now the centre of discussion (Connell & Pearse, 2015). The
gender division of labour can easily be understood as allocating specific types of people to particular
types of work. In this gender division of labor, we need to take account of the entire division of labour.
When we talk about the division, we can discuss the broader division; unpaid labour (mostly homework)
and paid labour. Often unpaid labour is done by women and paid labour by men. This can create a
disadvantage for women within an organisation (Brittion & Logan, 2008). This leads to believe that a
gender division is inherent a disadvantage for women. Kim (2009, p. 187) defines the gender division
of labour as ‘a set of arrangements that produce gender, and in which men as a group occupy a more
advantageous position than women as a group in its hierarchy of gender relations’. This definition
relates to the research done by Joan Acker, who states that a job is inherited males. Gender divisions of
labour are common and maybe even universal throughout history. Perhaps the most famous example is
secretarial work, mostly regarded as ‘women’s work’ (Connell & Pearse, 2015a). Realising that men’s
work and women’s work is not the same in every culture. Nonetheless, the division of labour can partly
be understood by looking at history. Waterboards are, from a historical viewpoint, strongly divided
along gender lines. Historically, men have predominantly managed waterboards (Nobel, 2009b).
Therefore, a comprehensive historical overview is given to understand the current gender division of
labour. This offers insights into how gender divisions could influence the organisation nowadays. This
division is essential to analyse as it can be seen as the leading cause of the production and reproduction
of gender inequality.
Several forms of gender division can be recognised (Connell, 2006c). First is the occupational gender
division of labour. This form of division is based on the perception that men or women have historically
occupied the function (Moskos, 2020). While the occupational division of labour is declining, it is still
vital to analyse (Moskos, 2020). Second is the residual gender division of labour. This is a division
within the occupational division. Residual gender division is on a smaller scale. It still comes from a
historical viewpoint of ‘men’s’ work and ‘women’s work. However, the classic feminised job no longer
exists. The third is the micro gender division of labour, which means that a gender division of labour is
not related to historical aspects but is on a small scale created. The final form indicated by (Raewyn.
Connell, 2006) is the emergent gender division of labour. This division is made because new
technologies and labour processes have been created, leading to new gender divisions.

Gender relations of power
Power is a recurring concept in gender theories and has been a central dimension for a long time. This
section introduces a simplified understanding of power, as the linkage between power and gender is
interwoven through complex terrain institutions and cultural processes (Connell, 2016). The approach
to power is popularised by the French historian Michel Foucault (Connell & Pearse, 2015). In his work,
Foucault focused on how power practices are entangled with social and human science (Vintges, 2017).
Foucault sees power as emerging in society, with his famous example of the panopticon prison. In this
Foucauldian analysis, power is not necessarily possessed or exercised by agents but is regarded subjectless. Because you have the feeling that you are being watched, you will always comply with the rules.
By carrying out the rules, you keep the rules in place again. So power is not just dominating a person
(subject) but also forming the subject, providing the conditions of its existence. Applying this
Foucauldian analysis on gender means continuing the appropriate male and female behaviour, including
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the dominant and subordinated. The dominant and subordinated is often linked to the perceived, fixed
binary categories of female/male and masculine/feminine. Although the particular content of the two
categories is culture and history specific, their oppositional character results in, often, the dominance of
men and subordination of women (Ely & Meyerson, 2000). Within an organisation, people position
themselves by aligning themselves to others within a given gender regime (Gherardi & Poggio, 2001).
Every organisation has its rules, norms, languages, and values that construct gender relations and define
the specific power relations among the organisation members (Gherardi & Poggio, 2001). There are
several forms of power. We can look at who has the power to control budgets, hire staff or direct other
people’s work. These are pretty straightforward forms of power, and interesting to see how these are
arranged. These forms of power are referred to as ‘rules’ that everyone respects within the organisation
(Korvaja¨rvi, 2002) refers to these set rules as the formal part of the organisation. The formal part of the
organisation can always be documented or textualised in one way or another. The other set of ‘rules’ is
referred to as ‘the implicit rules, or according to Korvarjarvi (2002), the informal part of the
organisation. This set of rules is more nuanced and cannot easily be detected.

Emotions and human relations
Emotions may not be the first association when describing gender within an organisation. However,
research has argued that emotions and emotional relationships are a significant part of organisational
life (Connell, 2006c). Freudian psychology influenced the thinking in social science and opened the
investigation for the social structuring of emotional relations. As Connell and Pearse (2015) argued,
understanding the complexities of emotional relations is crucial in understanding the complexity of
gender relations and are essential in describing gender regimes (Connell, 2006). In essence, emotions
and human relations are about the interactions between individuals (men-men, woman-woman, womanman). These interactions can generate alliances and exclusion and enact dominance and subordination
(Acker, 1992). This also includes the interactions between supervisors and their employers, customers,
and other outsiders. In addition, feelings of prejudice and disdain, sexual attraction, and repulsion need
to be taken into consideration (Connell, 2006). It is thus a dimension that focuses on the emotions that
employees of the organisation experience. How do employees experience certain situations, and how
would they describe barriers they face in their day-to-day work? How does a woman feel when she
enters an all-male domain? Or how people feel about the changing gender relations (as more women
enter the workforce). These experiences in changing gender relations can also be called emotions of
gender transitions (Connell, 2006).

Gender culture and symbolism
This section focuses on how gender is understood, spoken of, and marked or symbolised. When studying
the culture, it means looking at someone’s beliefs, symbols, and patterns of behaviour learned or
produced by people in the organisation (Gherardi & Poggio, 2001). It looks at the greater whole (society
in which the organisation is situated) or the local cultures within an organisation (Connell, 2006c). To
make it clear, an example of such culture is given from the article of Connell (2006); here, the workplace
of manual workers has been expressed in physical horseplay, use of pornography, searing and existing
humour. With an arrival of a woman, it felt improper to swear and have sexual photos of women present.
This may be defined as a dominant masculine culture. However, the opposite can also be the case,
gender neutrality. Here gender practices are deemphasised (Connell, 2006). It may be interesting how
people think about gender in relation to water authorities. Is it something they think about, or is it not
important for them?

2.4. Change in the making
This section focuses on the connection between the transition theory, and the gender regime framework
explained above. The linkage between the two approaches shows the relationship between land and
water management practices and changes in gender relations within the waterboard. The aim is not to
give an extensive overview of transitions theories, nor is it to show how the theories can be linked.
Kronsell provides a comprehensive overview of how the theories can be connected in her article ‘gender
and transition in climate governance’ (2013).
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A transition, using the definition of van der Brugge et al. (2005), is a ‘process of co-evolution of markets,
networks, institutions, technologies, individual behaviour and autonomous trends from one relatively
stable system to another. This change happens continues and gradual because of developments in
different domains (economic, cultural, technical, ecological, and institutional). The various
developments and events happen on a different scale
and positively reinforce each other (Rotmans et al.,
2001). Both gender and transitions studies focus on
change and often include a normative element. While
both theories stem from different social theories, they
show some similarities. First, both theories want to
understand the process of steering. Within the transition
theory, this is done by recognising three analytical
levels; niches – the setting where innovations take place,
regimes- the organisations and institutions with a vested
interest in the current order, and the normative or
cultural landscapes, which is determined by the two
Figure 1 multi-perspective levels in transition
other levels, also referred to as external trends. The
theory (Geels, 2002).
dynamics within a regime are determined by the
dominant practices, rules, shared assumptions, social
norms, interests, and belief systems. Organisations and institutions in this regime are often inclined to
preserve the status quo due to investments and thus protect the dominant regime rather than system
innovations (van der Brugge et al., 2005). This multi-level perspective argues that transitions can come
about through interaction between the three levels (Geels & Schot, 2007). Change comes about because
of a successful process where a niche is reinforced by changes at the regime level and at the level of the
cultural landscape (Geels, 2002). A simplistic overview is given in figure 1.
Similar analytical levels can be found in gender studies. Using the gender regime framework, the
landscape tends to address gender order. Where the regime can be compared to the description of the
gender regime. A second similarity is the reoccurrence of the power question. In transition theory power
seeks to weaken the current regime to
Transitions
encourage developments in niches. In which
niches encourage the transition. Whereas the
gender regime aims to look at how power is
established and re-establish the current regime.
Waterboards in The
Transition theory looks at how the powerful
Netherlands
regime can be changed, whereas the gender
regime framework is concerned with
understanding the dynamics of the current
gender regime. The third similarity in both
theories is participation. Both theories need
Waterboard Limburg
participation to successfully establish change
(Kronsell, 2013).

Gender Regime
Waterboard Limburg

Division
Power
Emotion
Symbol

Figure 2 Overview of the theoretical framework

To conclude, this study uses the gender regime
theory to analyse gendered dimensions within
the waterboard. This will be done by using the
four-dimension described in the framework
above. Whereas the transition theory is used to
describe the changes in Dutch water
management. Van der Brugge et al. (2005)
showed how Dutch water management could
be seen as a transition, as it is moving away
from a technical approach and moving towards
an integral water management approach. By
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comparing the two theories the importance of gender relations for Dutch water management can be
shown. In addition, it makes it possible to compare the two different transitions with each other. Figure
2 gives an overview of how this research is structured. First, I look at how the waterboards in the
Netherlands have changed and how this has influenced the Dutch landscape. From there I go into depth
about how the waterboard of Limburg is changed and how this has influenced the landscape. Lastly, I
analyse the waterboard of Limburg through a gendered lens. This is done according to the four
dimensions given in the gender regime framework.
.
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3. Methods
In this chapter, the method of the study is presented. I start by explaining the chosen research design.
After that, I elaborate on how I recruited participants, collected data and the ethical considerations
concerning this study. In the last part, I explain how I analysed my data.

3.1. Research design
To answer the main research question and the specific sub research question, qualitative in-depth
interviews were held with employees of the waterboard in Limburg. This qualitative interview approach
gives access to subjective experiences and allows to describe intimate aspects of people’s world
(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2005). This method is chosen as existing literature tends to focus on what
waterboards do and fail to consider employees' social aspects and experiences. Complementary to indepth interviews, a literature review was conducted. Also, discussions and webinars about gender and
water authorities were attended to broaden and deepen my view on the themes. Qualitative research fits
better than quantitative research, whereby perceptions/opinions/views are investigated, and the
participants' context plays an important role. Due to the current situation concerning COVID-19, all
interviews were conducted online instead of in real life. In this chapter, the research design is described
using three phases: (1) literature review, (2) conducting interviews and (3) the data analysis phase, which
is depicted in figure 1.

Phase 1

Background
Dutch water
management

Phase 2

Preliminary
interviews

Analyzing
interviews
In-depth
interviews

Interviews
Background
Gender

Phase 3

Analyzing all
data

Selecting
participants

Figure 3. Flow chart depicting an overview of the research with the three phases

3.2. Literature study
The first phase includes preliminary research on the topic and answers the first and second specific
research questions. The preliminary research comprises a literature study where information is gained
on the transitions of Dutch water management and how this affected the Dutch landscape. Additionally,
it provides information about the historical context in which the waterboard of Limburg operates. In the
following section, information is provided on why the waterboard of Limburg is chosen. For the third
specific question, a literature review will help understand the gender order of the Dutch society, which
will help put the gender regime of waterboard Limburg into a broader perspective. Information is
obtained from scientific articles, books, and policy documents. Most of these can be found on the
internet, via the online Library of the Wageningen University and Research, as well as google scholar
(google.scholar.com) and Scopus (scopus.com). Moreover, the library of Wageningen University was
also consulted. Key searches are, amongst others: gender, Dutch Waterboards, Dutch water authorities,
Dutch water management, gender regimes, gender order, gendered organisations. Also, Dutch queries
will be used, amongst others: waterschappen, ontwikkeling waterschappen, geschiedenis
waterschappen, waterschap Peel en Maasvallei, waterschap Roer en Overmaas, gender in
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waterschappen, man/vrouw verhouding waterschappen. Hereafter, the snowball effect was used to
collect more relevant literature. In addition to literature reviews, news articles, YouTube videos and
other grey literature were used to deepen the knowledge further. Primarily news articles were used to
put waterboard Limburg in perspective. Thorough research, with the help of (grey)literature, helped to
get a better understanding of waterboards and Dutch water management.

3.1. Data collection: Interviews
The second stage includes in-depth interviews that function as the basis of the data collection. From the
theoretical analysis, I have concluded that gender relations within organisations are derived from
personal experiences, perspectives, and interpretations and are a complex process. Using a qualitative
study approach, I aim to explore the subjectivities of individual persons working at Waterboard
Limburg. In which biographical research methods form the basis to understand the lived experiences.
Three phases can be distinguished: preliminary interviews, interviews, and in-depth interviews.
Due to the covid-19 restrictions, all interviews were done using media platform teams. I choose to use
a video rather than a phone conversation. Hereby the interviewer and the interviewee could see each
other so that the interview was as personal as possible to make the interviewee more comfortable. Before
starting the interview, the interviewee verbally received the information about the study's intention. This
information entailed that the interview is recorded and used in anonymous form for this research only.
After that, the interviews were transcribed by the researcher. After processing the data, the recordings
were deleted. After activating the record button, permission to use and record the interview was again
requested.

Preliminary interviews

First preliminary informal interviews with employees from different waterboards 1 were conducted. The
interviews were unstructured and had an exploratory nature. Informal interviews are characterised by a
lack of structure and are often used at the beginning of research work (Bernard, 2017). These interviews
allowed me to better understand the working of the waterboards and what information is already
available. Because the interviews were conducted online, it was easier to recruit participants from
different waterboards. The only criteria for the participants were that they worked at waterboards.
Preferable both female and male, as this research focus on gender relations. These participants were
then used to determine which waterboard was chosen for the continuation of the research. Five
exploratory interviews were held. Each interview had a duration of around 40 minutes. This allowed the
participants to share stories and their views on the topic. Staying close to the narrative research method
chosen for the following research. Due to the exploratory nature of the interviews, it was decided not to
transcribe them. Also, the choice was made to focus on one waterboard rather than several waterboards.
Including these preliminary interviews would not contribute to explaining the gender regime in the
waterboard of Limburg.

Interviews employers waterboard Limburg
The waterboard of Limburg was chosen to select participants. Via the exploratory interview, I made the
initial contact at waterboard Limburg. The employees of the waterboard were selected through
purposive sampling via informants in the waterboard of Limburg. This method has no overall sampling
design that tells how many informants you need; it is up to the researcher (Bernard, 2017). This method
was used in combination with the snowball and respondent-driven sampling. This entails that an
informant can locate another informant (Bernard, 2017). Via personal contacts and contact at the WUR,
more participants were found, which were contacted via e-mail. A message was also posted on the intern
intranet at Waterboard Limburg. An effort was made to have a cross-section of the entire organisation.

1

Waterschap Vallei en Veluwe, Waterschap de Dommel, Waterschap Limburg, Waterschap Delfland,
Waterschap Amstel Gooi en Vecht.
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Grounded in biographical methods, I did interviews with employees of Waterboard Limburg. The
interviews functioned as the basis of the data collection. Every interview started with a short introduction
about me to let the interviewee feel comfortable. The continuation of the interview included a standard
set of questions, opening with ‘please tell me something about you?’. This was succeeded by openended questions about their work experiences, asking them to reflect on their opinions and views and
their experiences in the waterboard. More specific questions were used if a particular aspect raised by
the interviewees needed to be clarified. Each interview closed with ‘What do you see as future
challenges?”. Some interviewees referred to former careers outside the waterboard; I have chosen to
include these statements if they contribute to the story of a person. In advance, an interview guide was
developed to investigate and understand how employees experience gendered practices in their day-today lives. This interviewee guide was used as preparation. Ultimately the interview was guided by the
input of the interviewee.
Biographical methods are a collection of different methods that aim to understand the interpretation and
engagement of a person’s social world—focusing on feelings and emotions, which provide insights into
the individual perceptions and understanding of situations and experiences (Bornat, 2008). Using a
biographic approach is common among feminist scholars. It puts the narrator in the centre and allows
the narrator to discuss issues of their life without being directed by the researcher's questions(Willemse,
2014). In this research, the narrative approach was chosen. It is argued that most qualitative research is
a form of narrative research (Miller, 2017). Narratives are closely related to the human ways of sensemeaning- and ultimately knowledge-making (Bode, 2020). It is a method to explore how individuals
account for and make sense of their actions using narrating and putting themselves as characters in their
stories (Bode, 2020; Miller, 2017). This biographic narrative is a form of knowledge production that is
intersubjective and results from the interactions between the employees and me (Willemse, 2014). The
focus of the interview was the expertise, viewpoints, feelings, experiences, and interests of the
interviewee within the waterboard. Doing an unstructured interview gives the interviewee the chance to
open and express themselves at their term and pace (Bernard, 2017). The aim was that the interview felt
more like a conversation about one’s life rather than an interview. Telling stories can reveal the social
and cultural milieu within which a person is situated. It helps to understand the person and the society
they live in. The stories shared with me are versions of events that the interviewee has experienced. It
is important to recognise from which perspective the stories are told and what information is shared.
Additionally, it should be recognized that reality and imagination can intersect and influence each other
(Nelson, 2003). People construct their world by telling stories. For this reason, it is important to be
aware of the kind of stories that are being told and by whom they are told.

In-depth interviews
Followed up interviews were held with three employees. I aimed to select three participants engaged in
land and water management projects. A more extensive overview of their career was discussed. It is
essential to understand the interpretations and engagements of a person’s social world. Argued in
Kronsell, (2013) is that gender is expressed at many levels. It relates to the individual identity and the
knowledge production, but also the interaction between the individuals and the institutional and cultural
practices. By highlighting these three personal stories, the individual identity and knowledge production
is revealed and shown.

3.1. Data analysis
After conducting the interviews, the interviews were transcribed. Although rarely defined, transcription
means reproducing spoken words into written text (Halcomb & Davidson, 2006). Hereby the researcher
becomes familiar with the retrieved data. To successfully transcribe the interview, records were made
using the teams record option. Also, during the interview, additional notes were made that are used in
the interview analysis. These notes included the first thoughts I had during the interview. It was chosen
to transcribe the interviews non-verbatim. Non-verbatim transcription signifies that interview noise,
such as laughing and pauses, are omitted. Furthermore, this transcription includes a word-for-word
reproduction of the verbal data, where written words replicate the audio records (Halcomb & Davidson,
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2006). Non-verbatim transcription does not focus on how someone says something (Oliver’ D; Serovich,
J; Mason, 2005). In this study, perceptions and meanings were investigated, where how someone says
something was less important (Oliver’ D; Serovich, J ; Mason, 2005).
In handling the transcripts, no specific coding mechanism was used. This is done by treating the
transcriptions as narratives, uncovering the practices from the four interconnected domains that form
the gender regime framework. These domains are used as structuring mechanisms, although they may
sometimes overlap. However, this is expected as these domains interact and co-constitute each other
(Connell, 1987; Connell & Pearse, 2015). The narrative approach can be interpreted and used in different
ways. Therefore, when a researcher uses it, it is recommended to explain why and how it contributes to
the research (Miller, 2017). The narrative approach used in Bode (2020) forms the basis for this method.
As in her research, the method used in this research is not replicability as it follows an interpretive
approach, which will result in different outcomes for different scholars (Bode, 2020). When analysing
the transcripts, reflexivity is used, meaning that the researcher constantly reconsiders the interpretations
and keep in mind that they are not intended to be authoritative (Bode, 2020). To not impose my
interpretations, lengthy quotes from the transcripts are included. This leaves room for own
interpretations while considering mine. This ensures transparency and enables the reader to engage with
the transcripts (Harel-Shalev & Daphna-Tekoah, 2016). I realise that using this method makes this
research not generalisable. Instead of seeing this as a disadvantage, I see it as an advantage. Studying
gender relations is also highly contextual (Connell & Pearse, 2015).
To maintain animosity among the interviewees, first-name pseudonyms were chosen. I chose first-name
pseudonyms rather than numbers so that the reader feels more connected to the interviewees. Because I
decided to use narrative analysis, and a large part is dependent on interpretation and emotion, it is
essential to feel connected to the people. I have chosen to use common names in the Global North, as
this research is situated in the Netherlands. Using names from the Global South may influence the
reader’s perception. However, to give some background information about the interviewees, a short
description is given, with no more information on whether they are male/female, how long they work at
the waterboard, and the chosen pseudo-name. Al interviewees work at different departments within the
waterboard to ensure a good representation of the organisation. If necessary, the department where the
person works will be addressed further in the research.
Name
Sarah
Anne
Kirsten
Romy
Fleur
Emma
Melissa
Stefan
David
Thomas
Daan
Vera

Time worked at waterboard
15 years
21 years
10 years
3 years
14 years
18 years
17 years
23 years
4 months
26 years
11 years
17 years

Gender
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
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4. The History and influence of water management on the Dutch
landscape
“God created the world, but the Dutch created the Netherlands”
Anonymous
The quote is a famous quote used by the Dutch people. Referring to how the Dutch has reclaimed land
from the sea and thus created the Netherlands. Managing water is managing land (Gober et al., 2013).
Safety, nature, agricultural, physical (spatial) planning and cultural history are closely connected with
the management of water (Heer et al., 2004). Resources are interlinked and interdependent (Laspidou et
al., 2018). As a result, the challenges in managing one resource, such as water, often creates other
challenges for management in other resources such as land. This is underpinned by (Keller & Hartmann,
2020), saying that water can be seen as a cross-sectoral issue where its management largely depends on
policies in other sectors. Therefore, it is interesting to see how the approach of the Dutch water
management style, specifically that of waterboards, has changed over time and how this has influenced
our landscape and society. The central question in this chapter is what is the role of waterboards in
shaping the Netherlands, and how is the operating style of the waterboards is influenced by social and
technological developments? In answering these questions, a short historical development of Dutch
Water management is given and how important historical events shape this. This helps to understand
the water management approach of today. The chapter is closed by zooming in on the waterboard of
Limburg and how the questions addressed above are applicable in Limburg.

4.1. The beginning of the waterboards
The Netherlands has a long-standing battle against water. This is due to the location of the Netherlands.
The Netherlands is home to several large rivers that flow into the North Sea. The Scheldt and the Meuse
rivers enter the Netherlands from the South, delivering water from the catchment areas of Belgium and
France. The Rhine River enters the Netherlands in the east, carrying water from the catchment areas of
Germany, as well as France, Switzerland, and Austria (P. J. M. van Steen & Pellenbarg, 2004). Besides
being a delta of several large rivers, more than 25% of the land is below sea level (Avoyan & Meijerink,
2021). Historically, the lands below sea level have either been conquered from the sea or resulted from
complete or partial drainage (P. J. M. van Steen & Pellenbarg, 2004). Examples of the Dutch impressive
water/land management accomplishments are, amongst others, the closing of the former South Sea
(Zuider Zee) and the reclamation of 145,000 hectares of new land in the centre of the country (P. J. M.
van Steen & Pellenbarg, 2004). Such events shaped and created the Netherlands as we know it today.
While these are major successes, the Dutch people still face major challenges, continuing their battle
between land and water. Problems like rising sea levels and sinking land are among these battles (Heer
et al., 2004).
To understand how the battle with water shaped our landscape, we must go centuries back. The first
characteristics of our typical Dutch landscape date back to the eleventh century. In this century, the first
dikes were built to protect the Dutch people from floods (Havekes, 2009). The Dutch successes in the
battle against water were, in the first place, due to a good local organisation. Every
community/landowner had to take care of its drainage systems, dikes, and other water management
works (Lintsen, 2002; Mostert, 2017). From the twelfth century onwards, specialised waterboards were
introduced with the main task of dike and drainage care. These boards had judiciary and regulatory
powers and were established for supervising maintenance (Havekes, 2009). From the fifteenth century
onwards task of the waterboards expanded; they also undertook maintenance themselves, financed using
taxation (Mostert, 2017). At the end of the eighteenth century, many different organisations were
somehow involved in managing water. Each with its own history and administrative system. Some of
the organisations managing water controlled large areas, while others were responsible for only two
canals (Lintsen, 2002). The high amount and small size of waterboards started to pose problems. These
small-scale waterboards had not enough financial resources to perform maintenance work on water
management infrastructure or hire technical staff. The individual character of each waterboard only
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exacerbated this problem. Dikes located at sea were the responsibility of the polder situated at the
seafront, while it also protected the polders more inland. Resulting in asking for tax exemptions or
subsidies from provincial and later national government. Other solutions were to merge the polders or
create new regional waterboards. However, initiatives of merging waterboards often came with
resistance. This resistance resulted from the fear that it would affect property rights, considering land
taxed lightly was higher valued than land taxed more heavily. Distributing taxes equally would mean
losses for one but gains for another. Furthermore, the farmers were afraid that upscaling would lead to
higher costs, as waterboards would need money for paid staff instead of in-kind contributions. Moreover,
it was feared by the farmers that the system would become more bureaucratic, and the involvement of
farmers would decrease. Lastly, some farmers saw the change as a direct critique on ‘their’ board
(Mostert, 2017).
Reclamation of land may have influenced our landscape the most. If you compare an old map of the
Netherlands and a more recent map, differences are easy to detect. Driven by population growth and the
need for agricultural ground, inland lakes were drained, or the shallow coastline lands were diked (P. J.
M. van Steen & Pellenbarg, 2004). This created polders: areas surrounded by dikes and a controlled
groundwater level, mainly located below sea level. This process was accelerated by introducing
technology: mills, steam power and later diesel and electric power pumping stations (Havekes, 2009; P.
J. M. van Steen & Pellenbarg, 2004).

4.1. The start of a turning point
The Dutch have not always won the battle against water. This is evidenced by the various water disasters
that have hit the Netherlands. Some examples include the Sint Elisabethsvloed of 1421, the
Allerheiligenvloed of 1570, the Zuiderzeeramp in 1916 and the Waternoodsramp of 1953. Additionally,
river dike breaches have caused many problems—all changing and impacting the Dutch landscape
(Havekes, 2009). But when a flood appears, it will almost always lead to discussions about the current
water management style and may lead to changes in the water management system. The floods of 1953
pose a good example (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021; Havekes, 2009; van der Brugge et al., 2005). The
1953 floods, with the subsequent construction of the Delta Works (Deltawerken), are an important event
for Dutch water management. The floods led to the creation of the Delta Works, and they had also led
to the redrawing of the waterboard system. Before the floods, there were 2670 waterboards present
(Mostert, 2017). Due to their size, they often had limited expertise and a lack of financial capacities
(Lintsen, 2002). The flood of 1953 emphasised the shortcoming of the waterboards. As a result, the
water boards were severely discredited and, beginning in the 1970s, transformed totally. A committee
was appointed by parliament to make recommendations for a more efficient way of managing water.
Concluding that waterboards should no longer be organised on a local scale but rather on a regional
scale (Toonen et al., 2006). This resulted in a large-scale merger process of the waterboards, leading to
21 waterboards in 2021. The floods do not only reveal the problems of waterboards but also resulted in
the creation of a new agency: the National Water management Agency (Rijkswaterstaat) (Toonen et al.,
2006). Facilitated by the government, this agency used emergency legislation to make necessary repairs
on dikes. The directives issued by the ministry and Rijkswaterstaat also influenced the working of the
waterboards.
However, the changes in waterboards cannot solely be attributed to the floods. Changes also happened
because of environmental aspect became increasingly important in society. The concerns were expressed
with the construction of the Delta Works. They brought about a shift in thinking about the current water
management. The Delta Works’ ecosystems suddenly changed from saltwater systems to freshwater
systems, which had dramatic consequences for biodiversity (van der Brugge et al., 2005)—showing the
vulnerability of nature. The building of the Delta Works therefore suffered a bad reputation leading to
numerous protests the environmental and landscape degrading construction(van der Brugge et al., 2005).
Several researchers recognize this event as starting point of several important developments in Dutch
water management and society (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021; Mostert, 2017; van der Brugge et al., 2005).
With the arrival of technical possibilities, real changes could be made, providing the intended safety in
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a more structural manner, following a technocratic regime. Water and safety were the guiding factors
for system designs (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021). This way of managing water was very path-dependent.
Problems were perceived as singular technological problems. Solutions for the problems were not to
release the pressure upon the system, but just for the one problem (Van der Brugge & Rotmans, 2007).
But also, other issues, mostly water quality-related, such as river and soil pollutions, gained attention.
This required substantial investments in infrastructure, protection, and environmental clean-up. Water
quality-related problems became then the responsibilities of the waterboards. Which led to the creation
of large-scale all in one waterboards, where they had the function of maintaining water quality and water
quantity. Contributing the merger of waterboards because small waterboards did not have the technical
and geographical scale to cope with the problems (Toonen et al., 2006).
The Dutch water management went from a scientific technocratic water management regime towards
an integrated water management regime (Van der Brugge & Rotmans, 2007). An integrated water
management approach entails that all water is part of a larger system, integrating different sectors. This
shift started around 1960/1970 when more and more attention was being paid on environmental
problems, both local and global. The influence of human interventions on the environment was
becoming more apparent. These concerns started as local protests the construction of the Eastern
Scheldt, eventually growing into a social movement's emergence (van der Brugge et al., 2005; Van der
Brugge & Rotmans, 2007). More focus on ecology has eventually led to the start of a new water policy
approach with more emphasis on safety and ecology and less focus on agriculture (Van der Brugge &
Rotmans, 2007). This is considered a breakthrough regarding a more integrated water management
approach. However, this was not yet the dominant perspective on water management. It took several
more years to create a more integrated vision of water management. This vision includes that landscape,
nature and cultural values were also considered (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021). However, this vision only
became more prominent in the 1980s/1990s. The implementation of the new visions proved to be
complicated. Firstly, the existing regime focused on agriculture, represented by the waterboards, as they
were traditionally created for this purpose. Second, these ideas had no sense of urgency because they
had no direct link to the protection and safety of people (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021; van der Brugge et
al., 2005). In the 1980s and 1990s, the public protested the traditional water measurements. In several
river areas, people protested the impacts that the works had on the landscape (Avoyan & Meijerink,
2021). Dike reinforcements were taken into consideration. In 1978 it was decided that other various
sectoral interests should also play a role in the decisions on the design of the dike. Despite this decision,
most dike reinforcements went on as before. Not until 1993 it was emphasised again that dike
reinforcements projects should consider the scenic, natural, and historical cultural values of the
landscape (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021).
As said before, the waterboards did not build the large delta structures, but the impact they had on their
performance was significant. Until the end of the 1960s, the position of the national water management
agency was dominant. Due to the developments concerning nature, they were forced to take upon a
greener way of thinking about water management. This forced the waterboards to also adapt more
ecological principles. In addition, the waterboards also needed to adapt to the increasing public
awareness (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021).

4.2. Landscape shaped by the river
Apart from the floods, other events also influenced Dutch water management. The near floods of 1993
and 1995 in the Meuse and the Rhine made people aware of the power and danger of water (Toonen et
al., 2006). These floods made the Dutch and other countries alongside the rivers realise that the current
water management strategy was insufficient and not prepared for climate change (Van der Brugge &
Rotmans, 2007). It was predicted that, due to climate change, extreme events, and higher discharge
levels in the winter and lower during the summer would cause problems. In combination with the
continuous subsidence of soil, sea level rise and a decreasing capacity to retain water due to nature loss
(Ritzema & Van Loon-Steensma, 2018; Van der Brugge & Rotmans, 2007). Apart from climate changerelated events (intensive rainfall etc.), ‘manmade’ structures were also seen as causes (Toonen et al.,
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2006). Faulty dike maintenance, rivers' canalisation, residential areas and industrial sites in flood zones.
This, in combination with the concerns for climate change, led to the adaptation of new policies and
measurements (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021). Policymakers became aware that the natural water system
had to be the guiding principle in physical and spatial planning (Toonen et al., 2006). Resulting in a
drastic change in thinking about arranging the Dutch landscape. This rethinking eventually led to
introducing the policy approach ‘Room for the River’, introduced in 2006 (Ritzema & Van LoonSteensma, 2018). The focus point of this approach is reducing the probability of flooding by restoring
the natural water storage capacity for rivers (Avoyan & Meijerink, 2021). Involving, among others,
returning land to the wetlands by expanding the river’s floodplain by moving the dikes more inland (van
Stokkom et al., 2005). This programme is seen as a holistic and integrated approach whereby flood
safety is realised through combining other values such as landscape, environmental and cultural
(Zevenbergen et al., 2015). Once again, it emphasises how land and water are inextricably linked with
each other.

4.3. Waterboards of today
The challenge of water management today remains how to make
the Netherlands climate-proof for the future. The introduction of
the program ‘Room for the River’ is a good start for a new
approach in water management. Introduced in 2006, the first
projects started, and till today this vision is still pursued. It focuses
on the coastal and low-lying areas (Ritzema & Van LoonSteensma, 2018). The challenge was, and still is, to keep the
Netherlands safe from flooding and make it an enjoyable country
to live, work, recreate, and invest in (Ritzema & Van LoonSteensma, 2018). This is done by introducing several
measurements, for example, relocation of the dykes.
Next to climate change, social-economic factors pose challenges
and influence how the Dutch design their landscape. The
involvement of citizens brings new challenges along. With the
introduction of the program ‘Room for the River’, the management
Figure 4 Limburg situated in the
approach became a combination of infrastructural and spatial
Netherlands
solutions, forming a more integral system. But the measures taken
in this approach are very socially and politically sensitive. There
are always people who feel damaged by, insecure or extra burdened by the negatives of such measures
(Roth et al., 2017). To avoid conflicts with citizen groups, governmental actors became aware that there
is a need for a more interactive and negotiated approach when dealing with water management (Roth et
al., 2017).

4.4. The influence of waterboard Limburg on the Landscape
In the previous sections, I clarified how the Dutch shaped their landscape through water management,
and Limburg is no exception. Limburg is a province situated in the Southern parts of the Netherlands,
located between Belgium and Germany. The province is traversed by the Meuse river, the largest river
in Limburg. The total length of the Meuse is 875 km, starting at the source in France till the ending in
Hollands Diep in the Netherlands (De Wit et al., 2002). Limburg is characterised by a great variation in
soil types and area characteristics. These differences create a unique interplay between water
management and the landscape (Waterschap Limburg, n.d.-b). Loess plateaus and stream valleys
characterise the Southern part of Limburg. Moving more North, the landscape changes into rolling hills.
The Northern part of Limburg is flat and characterised by peat residues and drifting sand in the dunes
of the Meuse (Thelen, 2007; Waterschap Limburg, n.d.-b). Each area is unique and influences the
landscape and water management.
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The unique landscape of Limburg is no exception to the influence of water-related management
measures. The influence of waterboards in Limburg started in 1868, with the founding of the first
waterboard. Around this time, a greater need for agricultural land began to arise in Limburg due to
industrialisation. Waterboards allowed to create more agricultural land. Before implementing
waterboards, agricultural ground was mainly located on higher parts. Water could easily find its way to
the lower, new pieces of wasteland and could easily stream into streams and rivers. The annual flooding
alongside the Meuse and brooks were taken for granted. They were considered a positive effect as they
left a fertile layer of silt behind. The need for agricultural ground asked for the cultivation of the
wastelands and higher production of current lands. This could partly be achieved by implementing a
better drainage system. Implementing the first waterboard in Limburg resulted in new purposes for land
(Gorissen & van der Hoek, 1994). Showing how the first waterboard already left its mark on the
landscape. In the following years, more waterboards were established. The associated influences of the
dominant national water management strategy were also evident in the Limburg management. Most
waterboards in Limburg were established out of a need of necessity. The purpose of most waterboards
established after 1900 was for a singular problem of a smaller area, such as the drainage of areas. The
policy of the waterboard was focused on rapid discharge and drainage of an area. Consequently, streams
were straight-lined and set in concrete. The technical regime is clearly shown in the measurements, “You
knew the runoff per acre, you knew the drainage standard, and then you designed the dich accordingly”
(Thelen, 2007, p8). In the eighties, this approach started to change. Likewise, Limburg's waterboards
incorporated landscape and ecological values. These changes are also noticeable in the landscape.
Streams are restored to their natural state by removing the concrete and flowing freely (Thelen, 2007).
Also, in line with the national developments, several mergers of waterboards were happening due to the
lack of technical and geographical scale to cope with the problems.
In the future, the prospect of weather conditions becoming more extreme due to climate change technical
solutions alone will not suffice. Therefore, a more integral approach is taken in line with the national
trend. Waterboard Limburg realises that original landscape-forming processes have ensured water
conservation for years and need to be considered again (Waterschap Limburg & Provincie Limburg,
2018). To achieve a safe environment for all 1.1 million inhabitants in Limburg, several measures need
to be taken, such as dike reinforcements and more room for the river (Waterschap Limburg, n.d.-b).
Using these natural processes, the province will be more resilient to the changing climate. An example
is the measurements taken in the streams. Streams form a large part of the Limburg’s water system
(Waterschap Limburg & Provincie Limburg, 2018). The steams are brought back in their natural
condition, allowing more retention capacity. This is done in close collaboration with all stakeholders
involved (Waterschap Limburg & Provincie Limburg, 2018). With the prospect of the changing climate,
the landscape is expected to fulfil an even greater role in maintaining our safety. Showcasing the
complex interlinkage between soil and water.
To conclude, the battle with water has marked the Dutch landscape for years. The management of water
and the design of the Dutch landscape are inextricably linked. Over time, the Dutch water management
system has been adjusted to respond to the changing economic, political, and environmental conditions.
However, it seems that natural disasters have shaped water governance the most. We have seen a shift
in water management style from a technical approach to a more integral water management approach.
This shift can also be seen in the landscape. The changes in governance also have led to large changes
within the waterboards. They went from 2650 (before 1953) to 21 nowadays. The new approach also
led to a more intense collaboration with different actors involved, such as citizens and other parties
(Roth et al., 2017). This is also asking for a new approach towards citizens. Decisions in water
management need to be carefully taken in collaboration with all parties (Waterschap Limburg, n.d.-a).
The involvement of more actors results in a larger part of social interaction to reach the desired solution.
The social aspect plays a more critical role in Dutch water management and may lead to other outcomes
than initially imagined.
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5. Waterboard Limburg
In this chapter, I present the results of the applied methodology. In the first part, I provide insights into
the working of the waterboard in Limburg by using the stories shared with me in the first round of
interviews. The conversations completed with all 12 participants are used in this chapter. This chapter
uses the theoretical chapter to explore the gender regime in waterboard Limburg. Additionally, the
results of this chapter were used as a basis for further conversations in three individual stories. In chapter
6, I elaborate on three different stories of employees. The participants I included in this research all
work at the waterboard in Limburg. Because of privacy, I do not use their full names or state their
function. More information about the participants is stated in the research methodology.
Due to the chosen methodology, each conversation brought forward a different set of focus points.
However, reading the transcripts revealed four overarching themes that help to understand the daily
experiences of employers in the waterboard: (1) the merger of the two former waterboards ‘Roer en
Overmaas’ and ‘Peel en Maasvallei’ into the current waterboard ‘Limburg’ (based on in narratives of 4
participants), (2) the outside working employers (10 of the narratives), behaving like a woman (4 of the
narratives).

5.1. The emergence of waterboard Limburg
The previous chapter shows that the waterboards have changed drastically over time. Over the years,
the waterboard of Limburg has also undergone some changes. This section shows the timeline of the
different waterboards that were present in Limburg. This timeline helps to understand how the current
waterboard has come into being.
Compared to the coastal areas, water management by waterboards in Limburg is still relatively young
(Thelen, 2007). In Limburg, the first waterboards emerged in the nineteenth century compared to the
twelfth century in the West of the Netherlands. Not until the implementation of new laws the East and
South provinces could implement a waterboard. In 1868 the first waterboard (Waterboard Land van
Weert) was established in the Northern part of Limburg. Higher demand for agricultural grounds
resulted in the need for better drainage systems (Gorissen & van der Hoek, 1994). Quickly after
establishing waterboard Land van Weert, several smaller waterboards were introduced. The second
waterboard was established in the south of Limburg in 1879 (waterboard ‘De Vlootbeek”). The
waterboard was founded to regulate the stream ‘de Vlootbeek’ (Gorissen & van der Hoek, 1994; Thelen,
2007). In other areas, floods were the main reason for founding the other waterboards (Gorissen & van
der Hoek, 1994; Thelen, 2007). Below, you can see an overview of the establishment of all waterboards.
This figure shows that mergers are of all times. The left side of the figure showcases the Southern part
of Limburg, while the right side showcases the Northern part of Limburg. Therefore, this figure shows
the strong divide between the two areas. In 1980 the waterboard of ‘Roer en Overmaas’ was created.
This waterboard was the old waterboard ‘Geleen en Vlootbeek’ with an extra area added. In 1994 the
waterboard ‘Peel en Maasvallei’ was created. This waterboard is the result of the fusion between the
waterboard of ‘Noord Limburg’, ‘Midden Limburg’ and ‘Maasterras’. Most mergers were to enlarge
the capacities of the waterboards. In several cases, the fusions were not without their challenges. These
challenges demonstrate that mergers have influenced the organisation of waterboards for decades.
Almost all mergers were imposed from the province upon the waterboards (Gorissen & van der Hoek,
1994; Thelen, 2007).
In 1972 purveyor Limburg (Waterschap Zuiveringschap Limburg (WZL)) was created. This meant an
end to the previously fragmented organisational structure of sewage management. The introduction of
the WZL meant a separation between water quality and water quantity. WZL was concerned with the
water quality and engaged in the purification of wastewater and the oxygenation of streams, including
permits and supervision (Gorissen & van der Hoek, 1994; Graus, 2003). In 2004 the organisational
structure was re-evaluated. This resulted in the two waterboards, ‘Roer en Overmaas’ and ‘Peel en
Maasvallei’, concerned with water quantity care. The former WLZ then became water company
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Limburg (Waterschapsbedrijf Limburg (WBL)). Their task was to focus on the water quality. However,
the tasks of permits and supervision were transferred to the two waterboards. This gave the WZL the
chance to be more innovative and develop in a more corporate manner (Waterschapsbedrijf Limburg,
n.d.). WBL is also referred to as the daughter company of waterboard ‘Peel en Maasvallei’ and ‘Roer
en Overmaas’. Officially WBL is part of the waterboards, but has her own autonomy to a certain degree.
The board of WBL consisted of the board members of both waterboards. This re-structuring started the
first talk about the merging of the remaining two waterboards in Limburg (interview Stefan).
Waterboard
'Land van Weert'

Waterboard
'De Grote Meers'

Waterboard
'De Vlootbeek'

1866

Waterboard
'De Niers '

1879

1878

1881

Waterboard
'De Oude Graaf '

1917

Waterboard
'Geleen en Molenbeek
met zijtakken'
Termination
waterboard 'De Grote
Meers'
1943

Waterboard
'De Kwist-,Spring- en
Everlosche Beek, alle
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1932

Waterboard
'De Rijnbeek '

1973

Waterboard
'Midden Limburg

1935
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1950
1957

Waterboard
'Noord Limburg

Waterboard 'Zuiveringsschap'
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1980

Waterboard
'Roer en Overmaas '
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1972 'Midden Limburg'

Waterboard
'Maasterras'

1994 Merger: Waterboard
Peel en Maasvallei

2004
'Water bedrijf Limburg'

2017
Waterboard
Limburg

Figure 5 A timeline of the establishment of different waterboards in Limburg

The merge between the two waterboards did not take place until 2017. A long process preceded the
merger. In 2007, the first ideas to merge the two waterboards were presented (interview Stefan). The
current time presents new challenges that are best met with a fusion, was the idea. At this time, one
waterboard is stronger and financially better equipped for the challenges than two waterboards. A merger
enables tasks to be handled simultaneously instead of doing the same task separate from each other.
Realising a climate-proof water system is the main challenge. This challenge does not stop at the borders
of municipalities. Only a joint approach provides satisfactory results. Additionally, the fusion would
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also reduce costs (Algemeen Bestuur Waterschap Peel en Maasvallei & Algemeen Bestuur Waterschap
Roer en Overmaas, 2015; Redactie Waterforum, 2014). While this sounds promising, the fusion was not
without difficulties (Interview Thomas, Sarah, Fleur). Initially, the two waterboards did not want to
merge and have tried to hold it off for as long as possible (Franzen, 2013; interview Thomas; interview
Sarah). The members of the two boards of the waterboards felt that the challenges for the two areas
were too diverse. The south is characterised by rolling hills and loss grounds, while clay grounds and
dry areas represent the north. Eventually, the merger came to be because the provincial states forced
the two waterboards to merge (Redactie Waterforum, 2014). In 2014, it was officially announced that
the waterboards would merge. If it had been up to the provincial states, the fusion would have taken
place in 2015. However, the specific date was up for discussion since that helped the merger not have
the character of a forced union. In any case, it was not an easy start (Franzen, 2017). But the problems
did not end here. Two hundred fifty employees from both Sittard and Venlo needed to be relocated.
Eventually, a location in Roermond was chosen, in the building where their daughter company WBL
also is located. This chosen location led to tension between the province and the waterboard, as the
province raised questions about the selected location (Kusters, 2015). The location would be 9 million
euros more expensive than other available locations (Redactie L1, 2016), which added to the difficult
start the waterboards already had. Since the WBL is located in the same building, both organisations
had to readjust to their new partner. Since the WBL is more business-oriented, the vicinity caused
tensions between the organisations (Interview Sarah, Interview Thomas; Thelen, 2007). The last factor
that has made this fusion difficult is fear of job loss, giving employees an overriding sense of unease
(Interview Fleur, de Limburger, 2016). Employees were unsure if they could keep their function, causing
uncertainty about the employees' function in the new waterboard. Coupled with the management's
reestablishment, this led to even greater uncertainty for managers, where some were not sure of a job
(Interview Fleur, de Limburger, 2016).
In conclusion, the fusion took place in a time in which waterboards need to be well equipped for the
challenges of the future. Taking climate change in high regard and its effects on the environment, the
living environment of people living in it is important in this time. On the other hand, the influences it
had on the organisation cannot be overlooked and formed a large part of the daily experiences of the
employees in the two/three years after. Sarah saw people with sadness, people who were angry and
people who felt short-changed. Furthermore, the reestablishment of the board and management teams
needed time. People needed to get used to the new working surroundings (interview Sarah). Finally, a
reorganisation was announced, while the waterboards were only just recovered from the fusion, which
greatly influenced the employees' daily experiences (interview Fleur).

5.1. Organisation structure
Public sector agencies have well-defined structures of authority (Connell, 2006). Forms of power are
defined within these structures. The merger and reorganisation have also changed the organisational
structure and thus rearranged power structures. Before the organisation and merger, the teams were
organised by subject. For example, there were teams that oversaw water systems, streams, or flood
defences. Each team was concerned with all tasks of this subject. Thus, in one team, some people mowed
and people on tractors but also policy advisers, who were all concerned with the assigned subject. Today,
the structure is exactly the opposite. All policymakers for all topics are grouped together. Everyone who
works outside is grouped in the field service. All employees working with permits, regardless of the
subject, are grouped together. Due to the reorganisation, teams are split up, and new teams are put back
together, grouping people based on their specialisation rather than the subject. As one can imagine, this
reorganisation has had a significant impact on people's emotions (Interview Fleur).
The reorganisation results in new dynamics but can also result in new gender relations. How an
organisation is structured forms an important base for explaining the gender regime in the organisation.
Therefore, it is of importance to fully understand the structure of today’s waterboard. In this section, the
current structure of the waterboard is discussed. The waterboard of Limburg consists of a general board,
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a daily board, and an executive organisation (Fig 6). The general board is elected once every four years
by the citizens of Limburg and is the highest managing body of the waterboard. This board consists of
30 members (5 female/25 male) (Limburg, n.d.), who represent groups of people who have a particular
interest in the work of the waterboard,
for example, residents, farmers,
companies, and landowners. The daily
board consists of seven members (one
female/six male) chosen from the
general board. According to Sarah, this
is quite a large daily board, resulting
from a piece of pain’ of the merger.
Each waterboard wanted to be equally
represented. Each board is chaired by
the ‘Dijkgraaf” (Chairman). Sarah told
me in the interview that the board’s
influence should not be underestimated.
Especially after the fusion, the board’s
impact on the organisation increased.
After asking Sarah if this impact was
positive or negative, she was unsure. It
depends on which point of view you
take; it needs to be recognised that the
board members represent a political
interest and belong to a certain political
party. Some board members may know
the waterboard, but most act out of their
political affiliation (Interview Sarah). It
depends on how the inhabitants of
Limburg vote, the composition of the
board is determined and thus the
direction the board will take for the
coming four years. While the executive
organisation can advise the board, the
committee also follows society’s trends.
Figure 6 Overview of organisational structure
Still, they are political and want to be
re-elected. These kinds of politics can
cause some dismay for people working in the organisation. But at the same time, Sarah emphasises that
you need to realise that the inhabitants are paying taxes to the waterboard.
The implementing organisation is concerned with all executive tasks of the waterboard. There are
currently 380 people employed (70% men and 30% female) (Interview Anne). The organisation is
subdivided into eight clusters, each cluster concerned with its designated task and represented by a
cluster manager. The areal cluster management forms an exception and is subdivided into four teams.
Organised by the kind of work. First, the team of inspectors, who have the responsibility to control the
areal. Secondly, a maintenance team has the task to ensure the state of the area. Thirdly the team of
control, which is mainly crisis management. Finally, the fourth team consists of experts who give
content related advice. This team is also concerned with notifications from the neighbourhood. The
entire organization is managed by a three-member executive board. The executive board is responsible
for everything that happens in the organization and stays in close contact with the board. Next to the
cluster managers and board, the interviewees described the organization as a ‘flat’ organization. A ‘flat’
organization means that the number of levels of management is reduced. (Fleur, Sara, Kirsten, Stefan).
This structure ensures that senior management is brought closer to their employees, both socially and
physically. This hierarchal division of the organization also forms the first set of rules, or the formal
organization, which refer to all necessary conditions that need to be respected within an organization.
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These are a set of rules that are very clearly stated and known by everyone. The application of these
rules is apparently genderless because they seem to apply equally to both men and women.

5.1. Gendered waterboard: “if you want to win outside, you must start inside with
the employees” (David)
Here the stories of the employees are shared, supported with literature.

Entering the water world
“The world around is changing, or I should say, has changed already. Our slogan is therefore, with
and for the environment. We, as a waterboard, carry this out to our surroundings. To implement a new
way of working, new people are necessary. The part of strategies and communications become more
important. So, you see that the waterboard is growing in formation.”
(Steven)
The gender regime of Waterboard Limburg is grounded in the development of extensive body mergers
and fusions. Moreover, institutionalised core principles, processes and practices associated with water
management for the region of Limburg influenced the organisation. Adopting a more integral approach
positions collaboration as a foundational principle in water management. The new slogan of waterboard
Limburg reads: ‘with the neighbourhood, for the neighbourhood’ (Over Ons - Waterschap Limburg,
n.d.). This links to the transitions described above. The slogan shows the incorporation of more social
values. The development of the waterboard was broad up in the conversation with Steven and is reflected
in the quote above. He sees a change in the way the waterboard handles its water management. This is
not only with the arrival of waterboard Limburg. Former waterboards already were trying to implement
a more integral approach. Waterboard Limburg only emphasised this aspect.
“…We merged a couple of years ago so that new culture that is emerging, that new way of working is
still very new and in motion….”
(Kirsten)
The fusion between the two former waterboards also means that employees have different organisational
backgrounds. While both organisations were concerned with managing water in the region of Limburg,
they both had a different way of working (Interview Emma) and thus developed a different gender
regime. Ten out of the twelve interviewed employees had previously worked at one of the two
waterboards. Two (David and Romy) joined after the fusion. The quote from Kristen implies that the
merge still impacts the organisation. Sarah agrees with Kirsten concerning the new culture that needed
to be established after the fusion:
“…There have been changes within the management team, which were supported by management and
the executive board, or not. You still had those old connections, old loves, I call them. It takes a while
before you develop a love for your new fusion partner, yes a big word, but I say it nonetheless.”
(Sarah)
Despite the fusion and the concerning challenges, all employees speak very fondly of the waterboard.
Showing that the atmosphere is enjoyable to work in. Below are two quotes to illustrate:
“What I noticed about myself, and what I still hear every newcomer say is: What a warm environment
this is. A workplace where people are very passionate about their profession and a great willingness
to help each other.”
(Sarah)
The waterboard is an informal organisation. People have been working here for a long time. They
know each other, and it is easy to find each other. That is why it is sometimes difficult for employees
who are new to the company. How do you get in? You must build your network up internally. The
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existing contacts are there for life, so to speak. To add, people are very proud of their work and are
always willing to help others. I do experience it this way.
(Kirsten)
David has shared some of his feelings about entering the waterboard of Limburg. Four months ago, he
started working in a communication function. He is concerned with the positioning of the waterboard
Limburg, within Limburg. His position includes education, communication, and the public image of
waterboard Limburg. David fulfils a function, which Stefan referred to, as a function that has come
about because of the changing surroundings. Due to his corporate background, he has another way of
looking at how things are handled within the waterboard. Because of the corona crisis, he needed to
leave his former job. In his former job he carried out projects in collaboration with the waterboard. They
offered him a job when he told the waterboard that the partnership was ending. His corporate background
is highly valued. He shared some of his experiences as a new employee at the waterboard:
“I live quite a bit away from Limburg. But it is precisely this place where all the measures are
implemented, which I cannot see from my attic room. And of course, because of corona, everyone is
working full time at home. This makes it difficult to get a good bond with the organisation and with
some colleagues. With some it is easier than with others, of course.”
(David)
It is difficult to distinguish between corona related feelings and feelings that may be due to the tight
community to which Kirsten refers. David continues:
“… When they hired me, the director told me ‘Your value is not to go along with the idea, we have
always done it this way so that we will do it like this now’. And that is tricky. Especially when you
have colleagues who have been working there for 30 years.”
(David)
This is a narrative that not only David shared with me. Fleur had a similar experience. She started in an
advisory role in sewage. We were talking about her first experiences in the job. Convincing people of a
more sustainable way of working repeatedly created challenges. She often got a similar reply: this is
how they have been doing things for a long time, so there is no need for change. I asked her if this was
due to her being female or because she was young. She responded:
“I you are sitting there by yourself facing a group of sixty-something, and you are sitting there as a
newcomer, that is, of course, never easy. The fact that it was a sector that consisted mainly of men,
who were not at all used to having a woman come in, didn’t make it any easier either.”
(Fleur)
The experience of Kirsten:
I was 30 when I started, not that young. But in the waterboard, I was the youngest at the time. They
often thought, ‘we have 25 years’ experiences, and you are just starting in the water world’. Now, so
many years late, I don’t feel that way anymore.
(Kirsten)
Also, Emma shared a similar narrative:
“At the beginning of my career, I experienced the waterboard as rigid. We have always done it this
way, so this is the way that we keep doing it. I really noticed this. But the waterboard developed over
time. We cannot stay the way we have always done things. The surroundings are changing thus we
need to change along.”
(Emma)
Daan shares another experience. He recently switched function. First, he was working in supervision
and enforcement. After almost ten years in this function, he decided to apply for another position within
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the waterboard. He wanted new challenges. When the opportunity presented itself, he applied for the
function, and now he is working as head of the rat and musk control. He describes his experiences as
follows:
The average age in my team is over 52. They all have been working here for many years. They are
very set in their own ways. ‘We have always done it this way; nobody tells me anything anymore. Then
I come as a rookie to tell them what they must do. This I experience as very difficult.”
(Daan)
Interesting in this narrative is that Daan experiences similar experiences to the above-stated narratives.
While he already has ten years of working experience within the waterboard. He did not refer to the
same difficulties in his previous function. His previous function he describes as a very pleasant team to
work in. He attributes part of his struggles to the corona crisis, making it challenging to contact them,
as most do not use electronic devices. Now, he finally gets some corporation from the group and gets
some things done. But still, he says, it cost him a lot of energy.
The quotes above show a similar narrative among the employees. A strong culture prevails within the
waterboard, where actors reproduce rules as they use them. The rules shape particular behaviours and
shape particular settings. Entering the organisation is experienced difficult sometimes, but over time this
feeling disappears. Most employees give the reason that they gain more experience in the work field.
Thus, when you enter the organisation, your own behaviour is shaped by the people already working
there. This also distributes certain power, as they include or exclude people.

Stereotyped behaviour
I asked the employees whether a gender perspective within the waterboard would be relevant. The
employees that answered this question gave the overall impression that they were unsure whether a
gender perspective would help. Only two were convinced of the relevance of a gender perspective.
While others say that it had no relevance. They expressed this typically in terms like: ‘I don’t think we
should put pressure on it”, “I don’t think it is necessary”. They were not necessarily indifferent, but most
felt they did not have the expertise to answer the questions, yet they often pointed to what they believed
were important gender differences. Four employees referred to behavioural differences between men
and women. They illustrated this either with personal observations regarding men and women’s different
behaviour or by referring to different ways of dressing:
“… in the general board, we have one woman who is not typically regarded as stereotype woman. She
is the kind of person wearing wool socks and dares to ask questions. It fascinates me. What kind of
woman should you be to flourish in such a male world”?
(Sarah)
These are examples of ascribing gender stereotypes to males and females. Gender stereotypes are
generalisations about the attributes that belong to men or women (Heilman, 2012). These widely shared
beliefs can have consequences for men and women in their work. These descriptions of social
characteristics implicit in feminine behaviour keep the stereotypical images connected to feminine
behaviour alive. As Heilman (2012) shows us, these differences are noticeable between males and
females. Men have been found to be somewhat, among others, more assertive, dominant, independent,
competent, ambitious. In comparison, women are described as, among others, logical, analytical, kind,
caring, warm, friendly, and emotional. These characteristics tend to be oppositional, with women seen
lacking what is most prevalent in men, and men seem to be lacking what is most prevalent in women.
Not surprising, the employees that I spoke to share some similarities in their description:
“Women are often viewed as more extravert, having more emotions. While men, in my opinion, give a
more down to earth attitude. I feel women have more sensitivity to how feelings play out underneath.
Saying it like this, I am probably inadequate to portray men. Therefore, I think diversity in teams is
very important and nice.”
(Anne)
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“… Men jump on a task immediately, action and do it. While women think more first and talk about it
before going into action mode”
(Romy)
Analysing these descriptions shows a clear opposition between male and female, which reinstate the
current gender regime. It is important to recognise such characteristics as they can work against women
in their job and create unwanted subordination of women. Attributes believed to be women can be
perceived as not valuable for a traditionally male occupation in an organisational position (Heilman,
2012). Besides the typical attribution of stereotyped characteristics and clothing to a gender, recurring
narratives are sated about (subtle) marginalising messages. Such messages, or sometimes behaviour, are
often made by the dominant group members. Such statements are directed against marginal group
members but are not necessarily openly malicious (Dorrance Hall & Gettings, 2020). It can create a
situation in which non-dominant group members feel different. And is a form of power exercise. Many
examples of such are given by female employees. Romy has given several examples. I highlight two.
The first is an example it is pointed out that she is different, female, to the rest of the group, male. The
second example is more emotionally loaded and made Romy feel very angry.
“… ‘Hé Romy, go get me a cup of coffee! Haha, you know. I can laugh about it. My response was, ‘go
get yourself a coffee! But you know, it does give the feeling that you are the girl who needs to get them
coffee. I can laugh about it, but I also sense the undertone.”
(Romy)
The second comment was made during a cursus that Romy attended. She had already passed the exam,
and during her work activities, she encountered some male employees that still needed to pass the exam
from the cursus. She explains:
“I told them, ‘I have passed it, so you certainly will pass it. Then he commented ‘how did you pass it?
You would have been wearing a very short skirt’. Then I felt anger rising. And I saw the instructor
becoming nervous. I responded,’ studying will get you a long way’. I saw that the man wanted to react
again, but the instructor intervened and summoned them to continue… looking back on it, such a
comment was not done”
(Romy)
The vision of stereotypical jobs is also exercised from the outside. Emma told me:
“I remember very well. I was just working at the waterboard and was doing some work outside with a
collogue. My collogue was doing the measurements. I was there because I wanted to learn how to do
the measures by myself and because I was going to use them. While we were doing our job, a
gentlemen approached us and asked, ‘what are you doing? So, my colleague explained everything,
and then he turned to me, ‘and you must be the intern’. A typical confirmation of the stigma.”
(Emma)
While this incident was at the beginning of the career for Emma, Romy had a similar experience
recently. Showcasing that the image of the waterboard is not so much changed over the years.
The different ascribed characteristics of females and males can also be used as an advantage. Romy and
Vera reflect upon a situation where their characteristics were used to positively influence a situation.
Here is the example stated by Vera. The function of Vera includes the administration of complaints from
the inhabitants from Limburg:
There is a group of people that are always complaining. Quit a few people have already had
conversation with them to come up with solutions. But still, we cannot agree. Then we will put a
woman on such a case, like me. I will go, and just ask them what the problem is. I have the idea that
they are not used that there is a woman. Or that they do not dare to contradict me. I don’t know what
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is, but I notice that you get more done to re-establish the relationship. And to reduce the flow of
complaints.
(Vera)
Romy tells shares a similar narrative. She sometimes goes to difficult farmers to help to solve
disputes, most of the time concerting water levels.
“My manager took me everywhere to all the contractors to all the meetings, saying, it's so nice when a
woman is present. Then the atmosphere is much more pleasant.”
(Romy)

Gender division of labour
Another narrative that several employees brought forward is the gendered division of labour. Employees
proved evidence of a shift of reduction in gender division. The employees put forward a strong feeling
of ‘then and now’, indicating the blurring of traditional gender divisions. This response was mainly
initiated because I presented them with my vision of the waterboard. I saw it as an old grey man world
and wondered if this vision corresponds with their vision.
“Ten years ago, when I started at the waterboard of Limburg. I think, to some extent, it was indeed a
‘grey old men’s world’, and maybe it still is. I can already see steps being taken in a good direction,
so it is a development. But traditionally, it has been an organisation with a lot of men. They were
active outside, in management, and as project leaders. Traditionally, these were male professions, and
in the secretariat, more the supporting roles, those were female. And you can still see that. All the
secretaries are women, and many of the support positions are women.”
(Kirsten)
When I entered, there were little women, and when they were, they were mainly positioned in
administrative functions. The higher up you went in the organisation, the more masculine it became”
(Melissa)
One department where there is still a dominant gender division is within the team of area management.
Seven employees referred to the people working outside of being all men.
“Yes indeed, area management is a very large cluster, of 120 people, mainly male and a couple of
women.”
(Vera)
“Throughout the whole organization, I think we have a good mix of male and female, except the
people working in area management. That is mainly male. Interestingly they do have a female
manager. And within Human Resource management, I see many females.”
(Kirsten)
Next to Kirsten, Anne, David and Vera also remarked that women mainly occupy the functions in
Human Resource Management. Thus, while most employees refer to a good division of female/male,
they do sketch a gendered organisation. The area management is occupied by males, the HRM functions
are occupied mainly by females, and the supporting functions are also mainly occupied by females.
Kirsten refers to the traditional role distribution as the reason for this division, which is supported by
statements given by Sarah and Romy. The work done at the waterboard has historically been men’s
work’ with the traditional supporting functions as women’s work. This historical division is still
primarily performed. Besides, the narrative of Romy adds, it used to be only the men who worked.
Women stayed at home. Now, this situation is changed, and simultaneously, the work situation changed.
During my conversation with Vera, some interesting comments were made. She had a job opening for
a supportive function. She mentioned that only three males had responded. She reflects why this could
be:
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It is interesting. Because the type of work allows a man or a woman, it is a function to process
messages received from inhabitants from Limburg. I don’t know if it has to do with the salary. As I am
thinking about it, I only had a part-time job available. Males always think they need to work full-time.
At the same time, we females are much more intelligent and understand that this is not the case. If we
both give in a little, we can both keep working.
(Vera)
Due to the gender segregations, some teams show some patterns of emotional solidarity or distance. For
instance, in the teams in area management, an all-male workplace, a strong occupational culture
prevailed. When women enter the workplace, in not traditional functions, some suspicion arises. Romy
shared her experiences. She felt that she had to prove her capacities and earn her right to be there. In
other teams, relations between men and women were not emotionally polarised, which means that
emotions did not follow gender lines.
“I often think, now I just made myself perfectly clear. That I say, ‘listen, we have the same function, so
we are on the same level’. It is always on my mind—both to external people and my colleagues.
Sometimes I just know that someone has a female-unfriendly thought. Then I see them think ‘o there
you have here again. That they say very quickly ‘o there, you have the girl again’. Then I already
know that I must come up with strong arguments, and when I have their attention, they know how to
treat me. If I work with them, I first need to show that I know where I am talking about before I get a
decent answer.”
(Romy)

Board influences
The reorganisations and current hierarchal structures deem the formal hierarchy and are often referred
to as a flat organisation. Women arrived in the management function, and a woman arrived in the daily
board. This was a narrative often pointed out by the employees. Also, this transition shows emotional
aspects. Employees showed emotions of pride and warm feelings that women entered management and
board functions. I think it is a recognition of breaking the so-called glass ceiling. It was often a response
if I asked if the subject of gender equality should be highlighted more in the organisation:
“I don’t think we should pay more attention to it because we are already working in the right
direction. And if I look top-down, our three-headed direction team consist of 2 male one female.
Looking at our management teams, 3 out of 7 are female.”
(Stefan)
Anne indicated that they did have a strong preference for a female director:
“Our secretary director did an urgent plea to invite females for the applications. You notice, quality is
the main point, but there was a strong desire to hire a female.”
(Anne)
It is vital to have a board that is representative of the organisation. All employees seem to refer to this
as the ultimate gender equality achieved.

Where does the change take us?
To conclude, this chapter shows how the waterboard transformed over the years. Employees indicate a
strong then and now feeling. However, there are still strong gender aspects present. By indicating how
the organisation has changed, employees deemphasised the gender differences that are still present in
the work culture. This finding is also important. Employees praised their workplace for gender-sensitive
and positive relations between men and women. Concluding that gender is a non-problem within the
waterboard of Limburg. Only within the area management team do employees acknowledge the gender
differences. While I would argue that by listening to the narratives, there still is a gendered culture
present in the waterboards. Deemphasising the natural gender differences is called in Connell (2006d)
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as a de-gendering strategy. Where gender equity seems to be achieved by seeking scrupulously equal
treatments. Mainly brought forward by women narratives is emphasising equality, rather than
differences. This may have resulted in also de-emphasizing their personal experiences that are genderrelated. I would argue that shown by the narratives above, the waterboard can still be perceived as a
male-dominated workplace. Which may be changed over time, it still is present. Besides, the transition
of the gender regime throughout the organisation is not the same in every department. This is reflected
in the male-dominated culture in the people working outside.
Gender (in)equalities are embedded in the organisation through labour processes, culture, and practices.
To further change gender relations within the organisation, more emphasis needs to be made on
embedding intrinsic change in the organisational structure, rather than once introducing policy (Connell,
2006). Within the waterboard, no policies, or actions intended to change the organisations further, are
made. It seems a subject where people stay away from. Or some seem to reject the gender issue. This is
not because the employees do not recognise gender equality as an issue. On the contrary.
“I think it is nonsense. You need to select a person on their qualities, and not because of a certain
gender.”
(Vera)
This chapter has shown how the current gender regime at the waterboard is established by using the
narratives of the employees. It shows the personal stories and feelings connected to the organisation. In
the following chapter, three stories of employees are highlighted and try to connect the produced
knowledge to their gender.
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6. Engaging with land and water managers
The previous chapter outlined the organization using the stories of twelve different employees. Hereafter
I revisited three employees to dive deeper into their careers and personal experiences. The stories are
based on narrative storytelling, where the transcripts of the interviewees are read and used as stories.
The three employees are Fleur, Emma, and Melissa. They are all employed and working on projects
related to land and water management. They were willing to share their stories about their time at the
waterboard. Each subsection tells the story of one employee. It gives a better personal connection with
the people working at the waterboard, helping to understand their daily experiences. Telling their live
story helps to put everything into perspective.

6.1. Story Fleur: “This is what we are doing it for.”
Fleur a 39-year-old woman, born and raised in Limburg. From a very young age she was intrigued with
everything that had the do with water. This was amplified even more after the flooding’s of ’93 and ’95
in Limburg, which had a big impact on her. Her affection for water and the events that took place made
her decide that she wanted to work in the water sector. To achieve her childhood dream she started the
study technical planning in Groningen. After her studies in Groningen, she returned to Limburg to start
working at the waterboard ‘Roer and Overmaas’. As a newly graduated she was eager to start working,
preferably at waterboard. In 2007 she received the news that she got a job at the waterboard ‘Roer en
Overmaas’. Fourteen years later she still works at the waterboard (now waterboard Limburg) with great
pleasure and no intention of leaving soon.
Via email I came in contact with Fleur. She responded to a message that was posted on the intranet of
the waterboard. The subject gender within the waterboard intrigued her. She told me that it is not really
a subject of discussion within the waterboard. I asked her if it should be a subject of discussion, she
answered:
“In a way, yes. For example, when we were looking for a new director. Nobody dared to say that it
would be nice if we go at a woman again”
And so, our conversation starts. The conversations with Fleur were very interesting and enjoyable.
Throughout the whole conversation, her love for the job simmers through. Her love for the job is her
main motive to do what she does. In the following part, I take you with me in the conversation I had
with fleur about her career, experiences, and ambitions.
Fleur started working as an advisor for sustainable water management in new constructions for
municipalities at the former waterboard Roer and Overmaas. Her advisory role varied from sewage to
re-use of rainwater. In 2014, she started working at the former waterboard of Peel and Maas Vallei,
where she was concerned with water safety, mainly concerning dikes and dikes techniques. Now,
working at the current waterboard Limburg, she is still working in the water safety department. When
she looks at our dikes, how will they hold up now and in the future? Besides this, she is also active in
the waterboard’s work council (Ondernemings Raad).
After receiving the news that she could start working at the waterboard, Fleur was thrilled. She could
apply the knowledge from her studies in practice. She started working in an advisory role for
municipalities. Although this was not her ideal job, she was very happy that she could start working at
the waterboard. Her fellow students were having trouble finding a job at all. Thus, to find a job at an
organisation that she has in high regard was a good beginning of her career. I asked what her vision of
the waterboard was when she started working. After a small pause, she answers:
“….The organisation that ensures dry feet. An organisation that builds dikes when necessary. An
organisation who is decisive and do what is necessary.”
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Eighteen years later, she still sees the waterboard as a decisive organisation, especially compared with
other organisations, such as the national water authority. But she adds, in the end, the bureaucracy within
a waterboard is greater than an eighteen-year-old who needed to choose a study would ever have
imagined. You always need to consult other organisations (municipalities, provinces etc.) before the
plan can come to life. Yet, in comparison to other organisations, the waterboard carries out the tasks,
which is a big plus for Fleur. I presented Fleur with my vision of the waterboard. I said that I regard the
waterboards as an old grey men’s world. I was curious how she saw this:
“Yes, it is an organisation of old grey men. But in the past, three/four years, I see a change. People
are retiring, and new people are hired. As a result, you get a lot of rejuvenation. That is very nice
because two years ago I was 37 and I was still the youngest in the team. That is, in my opinion, kind of
weird when you are 37. And now, there are just many young people coming in, which change the
male/female ratio. But this was very different when I started in 2007.”
At the beginning of her career, Fleur describes the gender division as more traditional. The women that
were present in the organisation were mainly positioned as secretaries or receptionists. She regards the
waterboard and the organisations surrounding the waterboards as a male-dominated world. Now she
experiences also showed in the narrative above, the division more equal. Throughout her career, she
never experienced that being female hindered her work activities. Of course, she says, there are always
some instances. But she attributes them more to the individual than the organisation.
I present two examples, formal and informal that she gave me. The first example is through informal
rules—meaning behaviour, norms and values that are not documented.
“But I do notice the strange remarks that were made in the beginning. It isn’t structural, and it does
not impede the bigger picture. But it was taken for granted that a woman always takes minutes in a
meeting. When I started in 2007, that was a given. Now we rotate.”
It was normal for a woman to take minutes in the first years. Nowhere is stated that a woman should
take minutes; therefore, it can be regarded as informal rules. She gave an example of other remarks that
she sometimes received. Once a colleague asked her why she started studying an engineering study, as
she is a female. Fleur reflects upon her past years in the waterboard and says she sees a change in how
she is approached. She has the feeling that over the years, she does not have to go that extra mile. She
must prove herself less. It is clear from the beginning what her contribution to the work is. But she asked
herself if this had to do with her being female or having more work experience. Another example is
from 2015. Her superior introduced everyone in the meeting. He introduced every employee by stating
their strong points. Fleur got introduced with the fact that she could type fast, meant as a compliment.
While Fleur downplays the comments that are made as insignificant, it is of importance. Fleur
emphasises that it is not a structural occurrence. She explained how she felt after the comment:
“… I wanted to hide. I am not going to say anything about it, because he probably meant it in a
positive way. Afterwards you go think that maybe I should have come back the next day or so. But I
decided to let it go.”
She decided not to say something about it, as she did not want to be portrayed as the stereotypical
woman. While her supervisor may intend to give it as a compliment, such a message reinforces gender
stereotypes indicating the minority status and the exceptionality of Fleur.
Another experience is an example of formal rules. She looks back to the days in the office that everyone
had a set place:
“Everyone had a nameplate next to their door. But the men always had their title next to their name,
PhD or engineer. Whereas with the women, only the name was stated. I thought, I am not going to pull
rank because I insist on having my title added. I thought this was so weird, such automatic thinking,
women don’t have a title because they are automatically regarded as secretary.”
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Although she thought this was strange, she never mentioned it. She felt it would come across if she
insisted on having her title included. While it was the opposite, she believed it didn’t matter that it is
better to leave out the title for everyone.
The organisation may be changing, she still attributes male characteristics to the organisation, mainly
reflected in the mindset. Things that are stereotyped as typical females are still a no-go, although more
and more women are working in the waterboard. Gender equality is still not a subject of discussion. She
illustrates this with an example happening in the fusion:
“The reorganisation, for example, what you see is that it is very technically approached. Now, the
organisation's structure looks like this, and it should look like this. It is very efficient. Because I also
participate in OR, I said, do you also consider how it affects people. Because this does something to
people. But we prefer to stay away from topics like this, like feelings. We are here to do work, and this
is how it can be done most efficiently. While below the surface, it affects people and not just women. A
reorganisation does something to men as well. We tend not to talk about that. As a result, the
productivity is decreasing.”
Interesting to see in this narrative is that feelings are stereotyped as female. At the same time, it is also
recognised that this can also be attributed to men. It shows what norms, values and behaviour are
accepted as normal.
When Fleur started her job, she wanted to ensure that people were safe from the water. She says the
following about the ambition she had at the beginning of her career:
“I never had specific ambitions like wanting to be a project manager or being a manager. My
ambitions are more steered towards content. I want to grow to the point where I can really contribute
to water safety.”
It shows that Fleur is content-oriented. She prefers to fulfil her career by contributing with her
knowledge and gaining knowledge. From 2007 till 2014, she worked in a position advising investors
and managers. The first couple of years (till 2010), she advised on new construction projects. Projects
were submitted by municipalities who wanted to construct a new neighbourhood or by project
developers—every construction project needed to get advice from the waterboard. The plans were
presented to the waterboard, where advice was given concerning the plans. Such advice could be
negative or positive. A project leader was not obliged to follow it up. However, municipalities placed a
high value on such advice. Thus, most of the time such advice is followed. Next, Fleur sat together with
the project manager to give advice concerning sustainable urban water management. For example, the
installation of a greywater circuit or that you can place wadies to catch rainwater. These projects were
very straightforward. She gave the advice in such projects and helped them, if necessary, with
calculating how big a wadi should be. I asked her how choices are made, and if she always felt heard.
She responded:
“It varied per organisation. And maybe, I think now, was it person dependent. I didn’t realise it at the
time. But now I think, yes, maybe if I met with someone else at the municipality, it would have been a
different conversation. It can also be because I introduced something new, which makes people feel
attacked. Where I got the reaction: ‘Is what I have been doing for 25 years wrong?’ Back I always
had in my mind that it was municipality dependent. I always thought, ‘that is a difficult municipality’.”
Sustainable water management was less common back then. Now, she adds, this information is
unnecessary anymore; constructers and municipalities include this themselves. If it was also genderdependent, she responds:
“You can never be sure of that, of course. I sometimes suspect that it was because I was a woman and
often younger in age as well…. But it is subtle.”
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Often, she did not share her experiences with her colleagues. Although, once, she corrected herself. She
just came off a phone call with someone from the municipality, and he called her ‘girl this, the girl that
and which school did you attend and so on. Then she did ask her male colleagues if they also have
experiences like this. Where they all responded, “of course not”.
While this was not her dream function, she never thought of leaving the waterboard; it is too nice an
organisation for that. Moreover, her function became more and more varied, and she was given more
responsibilities over the years. Her focus shifted from construction projects to the more abstract area
development. Furthermore, she also expressed her ambition to her colleagues. This resulted in being
often in charge of the municipalities located next to the Meuse. She was engaged in long-term planning
and drafting visions for area development. Together with various parties, she combined flood protection
with spatial development. Every week they would meet and gather around a map to mark where they
could give the river more space. She reflected upon the collaboration in these projects. In these projects,
‘different kinds of people were represented’. They were more focused on knowledge. Cooperation with
these parties she experienced as totally equal:
“Maybe because there were more disciplines represented, such as landscape architects. Where it was
more common for women to be presented compared to the sewer world.”
Being responsible for other projects, different input was also expected. Thus, in 2010 and 2011, she
followed several courses, which differentiated from the morphology of the Meuse to spatial planning
tasks. This function was already more in the direction of water safety. In 2014, the opportunity presented
itself; a position became vacant on water safety. The transition to the function was fast and easy.
However, this did mean that she had to change the waterboard. She went from waterboard‘Roer en
Overmaas’ to waterboard ‘Peel en Maasvallei’. This change caused some adjustments as the
organisations were organised differently. The focus at waterboard ‘Roer en Overmaas’ was more
process-oriented. They had, for example, concerned with advising, a team for permits etc. In comparison
to waterboard ‘Peel en Maasvallei’ where it was topic-oriented. For instance, they had a team for streams
that did everything related to this subject. The most remarkable change was the influence of the board.
Their impact on the organisation was more prominent compared to waterboard‘Roer en Overmaas’. The
first day she started at this waterboard, a director came to meet her. This changed the way of working.
Instead of approaching projects only from a technical and content-oriented approach, you also had to
consider the working of the board.
“… In the beginning, I was a little intimidated by this. I was like, ‘go talk to my supervisor. I don’t
want this, just let me do my own thing’. But there was no escaping. You had to go along with the
political influence. And that is how I found out that I liked it. I enjoyed sitting around the table with
the board and advising them.”
The board being present in the waterboard ‘Peel en Maasvallei’ was not the most professional board.
They could be very intimidating to everyone.
“They went on a rampage against everyone. There I also say crying men walking out the office. Which
is the last thing you would expect.”
With the fusion and a new board. Everything is a lot more professional, in her opinion. The board is a
better representation of the waterboard.
In October 2020, Fleur applied for a senior function in her team after her supervisor's encouragement.
With obtaining this position, she was responsible as the board's contact point. Also, she must keep
oversight and coordinate all content related themes. When she talks about this position, she starts to
smile:
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“I really like this job a lot. Also, during the floods in the summer. Of course, it awful what happened.
But at the same time, it felt right. This is what we are doing it for.

6.2. Story Emma: “Fighting the water is part of the Dutch Blood.”
In this story, I introduce Emma. She was born and raised in the eastern parts of the Netherlands. After
high school, she went to the college of Zeeland to study aquatic eco-technology. Here she met her nowhusband and moved to Limburg. She is positive minded and likes to apply this also in her work:
“I don’t look at what isn’t there. I look at what is there. It is very easy to blame an organisation or
blame anything else. I am positive by nature. I cannot stand much complaining. I am always looking
for possibilities.”
I liked to state this quote showing the character of Emma. Throughout her career, she applied this
mindset and didn’t like to dwell upon the negative aspects. However, there are defining moments in her
career that impacted her greatly. In the following part, I describe her career and the connected feelings
and emotions that Emma told.
The career of Emma started 18 years ago. She had just finished her degree at National Water Authority
in Maastricht and was ready to work. She applied for a function at the former waterboard ‘Roer en
Overmaas’. Unfortunately, she did not get the job, but they offered her a temporary function. She
excelled in this function and was offered a permanent position within the waterboard. She started
working as an employee in the policy and research department, where she took on the function of a
hydrologist. Starting in her function, she formulated her ambitions:
“I didn’t have big ambitions. I just wanted to contribute to the waterboard. To ensure water safety in
Limburg, I could contribute to that. I was mainly focused on the content. When you start talking about
ambitions, I immediately think about making a career and moving to the top, making a lot of money,
things like that. That is not what I am like and how I approach my job. It is more about contributing
my knowledge and experiences to the waterboard. Ensuring that the waterboard benefits and
consequently the environment as well. That has always been my goal and motivation to work at the
waterboard.”
At first, she focused on advising companies in the South of Limburg on erosion related problems. “You
want to retain as much water as possible”, she explained. Together with farmers and the municipalities,
certain agreements were made, such as non-receding tillage. Then the companies wrote an erosion plan.
It was her job to check if the measurements the farmers had taken were working using calculations.
Next, she would make the models and calculations on how much water the rainwater buffer needed to
hold. This information was then submitted to a project that used this information to implement it in the
landscape. Besides this, she was concerned with researching policy matters. She had to indicate the
standards to what the water systems had to comply with. And what kind of standards need to be
introduced in the water systems, in consultation with the provinces. After a couple of years, her focus
shifted. She is not the ‘typical’ hydrologist who likes to make models and adjust values on your computer
screen until you have the desired result. She wanted to make sure she was there when something was
going on outside. She consulted with her supervisor, which resulted in a new focus. She began to concern
herself with high water in the Meuse. She ended up working on a large project, where she organised and
structured information regarding the Meuse in a clear policy. It was meant for the moments that high
water appeared; everyone could follow the exact step-by-step plan. She looks back on with pride and
the knowledge and experience she gained regarding high water in the Meuse. During this function, she
noticed that she enjoyed working in crisis management. When an opening came up, she applied and got
the job. She could use her knowledge and experience in this new function. She adds:
“Crisis management is mainly bringing structure, in such a manner that when a crisis happens
everyone can act as fast as possible… applying structure is something I like to work with.
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Furthermore, I enjoyed seeing that we are not the only organisation concerned with a crisis. We must
work with police, firefighters, army. The challenge is how can we shape this in a coherent plan.”
The structure is a word that is regularly repeated by Emma. I asked if this is a quality that
distinguishes her from colleagues.
“Yes, I notice that I am very process-oriented and overacting thinking. Compared to my colleagues
who are just doing what they have to do.”
While she loves her job, she prefers to stay away from everything computer related. She is not good at
working with computers and models. Everything nowadays is digitally done. She is amazed at what you
can achieve, but to use it herself, she prefers not to. Unfortunately, the shift to a new function was not
entirely voluntary and has had an enormous impact on her career and personal life. The time leading up
to the fusion, a new management plan needed to be developed. Both waterboards had two different
working methods, which needed to be brought together to form one part. Emma, together with two other
colleagues, took on this task. Together they worked on this large project concerning everything related
to crises: new operating manuals, new policy plans, education and training, which needed to be reshaped.
But also, a new crisis management organisation oversees what and how the information flows and how
leadership and coordination work.
“…This project was, in my opinion, of high quality. And if that is not recognised, that is very sad.”
Emma refers to this period as a difficult time. Many discussions were held with the board and
management.
“… It went against everything I stood for. I believed that what we were doing was good. Besides, the
rest of the Netherlands looked at us at what we were doing. And then, just like that, the direction and
board say no, we must do things differently. That was a challenging period for me.”
The result was that her two colleagues decided to stop, and she was on her own to fulfil a function for
three persons. This was too much of a burden, wherefor Emma spent six weeks at home to get her
thoughts back in order.
“This stems from commitment. I want to deliver good work. And it makes it difficult if I am not heard
or seen.”
Being silenced means having one’s ideas rejected and bringing feelings of incompetence forward. Emma
especially felt silenced by the Dijkgraaf. She describes him as a person who is positioned in her allergies
(someone she does not like). He uses his power to get things done.
“You can want anything, but he is the boss. And he behaves like this. And I don’t like that.”
Having to battle for your ideas, endless discussions, and a boss not willing to listen was the reason for
Emma to leave this position. Talking to her manager and people still working in crisis management,
she still hears similar stories.
“And the people who are working there now are experiencing the same things. That gave me the
feeling that it was not a personal attack on me, but just how he is.”
This unfortunate event made her switch to her new position in duty of care (zorgplichten). She got a
new manager and a new director. They appreciate and value the work that she is doing, which makes
Emma’s work more fun and more manageable. Her new function is focused on processes where she
needs to think over-arching and search for connection and collaboration.
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The story of Emma outlined what kind of culture prevails due to the board. Her feelings about the
Dijkgraaf, were also shared by two other employees. Sarah shares: ‘it is not easy to talk to our Dijkgraaf:
“Then he says, yes but this and this, and then people leave again.” She understands that people who are
not close to the board can feel intimidated by him. Thomas shared: “It is reflected in the culture of the
company. He is someone who tries to get his way just because he says so. He has formed a board of
directors around him that assists him. But they are under a magnifying glass”. Thomas is referring to
the integrity crisis that the waterboard had to deal with (P. van der Steen & Dohmen, 2021). Such a way
of power display can influence the work experiences of employees. It also results in ideas and innovative
ideas not being executed. The Dijkgraaf is an important actor within the organisation and seems to have
a considerable influence on shaping the future of the waterboard.
Emma was born and raised in the eastern parts of the Netherlands. This caused, and still causes,
sometimes situations wherein she encounters some difficulties do the culture. She experienced the
culture as not very welcoming. The main hindrance is the dialect they speak in the South. This is
something that she also experiences at work:
“A colleague and my manager, which I have established a good relationship, spoke in dialect to each
other. This gave me the feeling that they had a better connection with each other. I told my colleague,
and he responded that this was not the case. But it does feel like it. You feel like an outsider when you
cannot speak their dialect.”
To conclude our conversations, I asked Emma what she would say was the best moment in her career.
Without a doubt, she points to the floods of last summer.
“It was hard work. But personally, I found it fantastic. Of course, it is terrible for all affected people,
But I think this is what we are here for as waterboard. I thought it was great to be part of this. To
ensure that people stay dry. Yes, crises make me very happy”.

6.3. Story Melissa: “I want to develop the organisation.”
Melissa is the last person I want to introduce. At 49 years, she is the oldest of the three females presented
in this part. She has been employed at the waterboard since 2004. She started at the waterboard ‘Roer
en Overmaas’. She had three different functions working at the waterboard, mainly focused on the intern
organisation. In these functions, she did not necessarily always focus on land and water related projects.
Her main concern is to help the organisation. This story shed light upon processes in the waterboard
with the feelings and experiences of Melissa.
Melissa previously worked at the disbursement organisation as a business controller. This organisation
moved to Amsterdam, which was for Melissa to search for new employment in Limburg. Hence, she
applied for a vacancy at the waterboard. She started working in the function of a financial adviser. Before
working at the waterboard, she had no experience in the water world, ‘expect that my dog swims in the
water’. Nonetheless, she mentioned, you very quickly start to feel involved with everything outside. I
asked her what her first impressions were of the waterboard:
“Just water. At the time, I didn’t understand the differences between the waterboard, water company,
drink water company. To know the differences and what they do, you really must work in the water
world. People were speaking of artworks. I immediately thought of paintings on the wall. But these are
other things at the waterboard. People said to me, ‘you know the structures (kunstwerken) in the
stream’. So, I searched for art in the stream, but it turned out I had to look for a bridge or sluice”.
Next, I asked her if she felt the waterboard could be seen as an ‘old grey men’ organisation. When she
entered the organisation, there were a few women, and they were primarily positioned in administrative
functions. The higher in the organisation, the more male-dominated it was. However, the team she
started in had three women out of eight, which was a lot.
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The fusion also had a significant impact on the work activities from Melissa. She was involved in the
transition of making two waterboards, one. She did this by critically assessing both policies and ideas
and bringing them together in a new policy report for waterboard Limburg. This report she wrote with
a colleague from waterboard ‘Peel en Maasvallei’ and in tight collaboration with the two boards.
Writing a new policy report, she was also concerned about reorganising the management teams. How
could the two management teams best come together? I asked her what difficulties she encountered:
Over the years, Melissa has been in contact with almost every cluster in the organisation. She expands
on the different sub-cultures she sees in each of them:
“Every cluster has a different culture and a different way of working. The areal cluster management
has many men and relatively less education. Especially the older generation is less educated. That is a
completely different cluster than planning programming and finance. More highly educated people to
have a different culture and way of working. So, working with different clusters is different each time.
Every time, you have to look at the composition of the project team and what the culture is of those
people in the team.”
I asked if she could name an example. She tells me about an instance from the areal cluster management.
The people working here deliberately choose to work outside. They are very much focused on their
profession. Working together with these people often evoke a similar reaction:
“There you have one from the office again. She is here to interfere with our business. In addition, she
is also a woman. Someone from the office and a woman, that cannot be good”.
This is an exciting narrative. This shows a strong division between the people who are working outside
and those who are working inside. This means that the two gender regimes, from inside and outside
teams in the office, are probably similar but at the same time can differ greatly from each other. Similar
because they have the same organisational rules they need to adhere to. Different because norms, values,
and behaviour are different in the various teams. Melissa uses another approach when working with
areal management and other people. She describes that it is in her favour that she likes masculine things,
such as football:
“I speak their language. It doesn’t mean that they do everything I say. But as you can see, I am not the
fragile little girl with a skirt and high heels who just walks around with them. It is the way how you
behave. Suppose I start talking about football and make a silly joke. Yes, that is their culture.”
Melissa compared the culture dominant outside with the dominant culture inside. The main difference
is that people inside are more stubborn and not open to change. Everyone is very focused on their
knowledge and speciality, making it difficult for Melissa to convince them of change.
I asked her if she mainly works with males or females or is a good mix. She quickly responds that the
teams she guides consist primarily of men. She often starts with a joke when entering a meeting with
only men. Just to loosen things up. Highlighting the male/female dynamics in a funny way is Mellissa’s
way of coping with her femaleness. She continues that she never saw it as a difficulty to work mainly
with men:
“I think I rather work with many men than many women. Women are more often having a get-together
or talking in private on the toilet with the two. Males are more direct. They often are more than
women”.
This narrative is a narrative that Anne and David also share. They also stated that women are more
inclined to group together and intentionally exclude people from their get-togethers. Romy also said that
she preferred working with more men than women. Just like Melissa, Romy desired male characteristics
over female characteristics. An explanation may be that their surrounding is guided towards masculinity
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and therefore regard female characteristics as unfavourable. Our conversation continued, and I asked
her if she never experienced difficulties because she entered a room full of men:
“Yes, but that is only in the first two/three conversations hereafter; this is not the case anymore. If
they notice that I am one of the guys who behave like them, they accept me. I notice this from our
female director. She always wears skirts and heels. But in character, she is the same as me. And then
you notice that men think ‘o wow what a posh lady’…. I always wear jeans, sneakers, and a shirt. So,
the men already don’t have such an impression of me. I think men look at how you look like a woman
and use this as a basis to think what your character is like”.
Melissa distinguishes between her and her female director by pointing out physical performance. She
describes herself according to male characteristics while describing her female director using female
features. If you dress to females, people have another first reaction, then when you dress more male.
Furthermore, now she encounters less of such situations, where she must prove herself in meetings with
males. This is because more people know her inside the organisation. Partly due to the influx of new
female employees, these situations are diminishing. Gender equality becomes more visible, explained
by Melissa using a then/now narrative. More gender equality is important for Melissa. But, she asked,
we need to be careful that we do not tend to focus too much on women:
“Sometimes I think we focus too much on ‘you must be highly educated as a woman; you must have a
career. You can decide for yourself. It is also good if you work part-time or do not work as a woman…
yes, it is nice to have a woman on the executive board. But the most important aspects are her
abilities, not because she is a woman. And that bothers me sometimes. Sometimes I think you have
more chance because you are a woman, just because you are a woman. That should not be the
intention”.
Interestingly, Melissa follows a course at an organisation that focuses on giving women more
opportunities. The course was politically oriented. She signed in because she thought it would be good
to develop herself and see if she likes politics. Looking back upon the course, she believes it is too much
focused-on women. Gender in relation to her work, she disregards as an important subject. They should
look at qualities rather than gender. But, she adds, some attention may be good because the subject is
not discussed at all at the waterboard, which also means that she does not know how people think about
it. In her personal life, she takes on another perspective. She hopes that her daughter has more
opportunities than she had. While the emphasis should not be on gender, she recognises that she likes
to talk to her female director or manager. It is easier to discuss family-related business:
“These kinds of conversations happen more often because more women are at higher levels. It is not
that there is a whole different policy within the waterboard. But as a woman, you can talk with
someone who understands you because they are in the same situation. You learn a lot from that.”
Melissa’s motivations are to develop the organisation and to develop herself. Melissa needs to have a
sort of adrenaline rush, appreciation in her work, and a boss to work for. She fulfilled her first function
for seven years. Hereafter, she started to work as a business controller. This function was not an existing
function, which meant that Mellissa could shape this function to her preference. It was an organisation
advisory function. She was thinking about how you can improve the organisation. This was in close
collaboration with the executive board. Since 2019 she has her current function as project leader. She is
giving advice and structure to all different kinds of projects. Providing structure to projects is one of her
strongest points, and people know this of her.
This chapter explored how three employees were embedded in the culture at the waterboard. It has tried
to describe and deconstruct the women’s practices and feelings by applying the gender regime
framework. It shows that emotional relationships are a significant part of organisational life. Emotional
connections are also a significant dimension in gender regimes(Connell, 2006). It has been argued that
women’s subjective experiences of organisational conditions reinforce the material and symbolic values.
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7. Discussion
In this chapter, the findings of this research are discussed and placed in a wider perspective. The central
topic in this research is the transition of Waterboard Limburg analysed through a gendered lens. Using
theory and story, the researcher aimed to demonstrate the link between gender relations and how this
influence the Dutch landscape. This study showed that it is difficult to capture these relations. It has
become clear that waterboards have influenced the Dutch landscape over time. However, the question
may arise how the social actors, more specifically the changing gender dynamics, in the waterboards
can influence the outcomes of the water management approach, hence influencing the Dutch landscape.
The gender regime within the organisation can but doesn’t necessarily have to influence the Dutch
landscape.
Combining insights and knowledge from transitions theory with gender regime allowed the researcher
to understand the influence both transitions have. This research combined the insights and knowledge
from transitions theory and gender regime studies into three levels: landscapes, regimes, and niches.
These three levels are also used as a tool for structure throughout this research. I apply the same threelevel structure in this discussion chapter. The four domains of the gender regime come forward in
discussing the organisation and personal analysis.
The first part of this research focused on the macro-level (landscapes). It showed how the transitions
within water management approaches influence the Dutch landscape. The Dutch have influenced the
landscape for decades through water management. Evidence can be found in the form of artefacts such
as mills, floodgates or even the creation of extra land. Over time, Dutch water management has changed.
From the literature review it became clear that Dutch water management is in the middle of fundamental
changes that started in the 1970s. The flood disaster, followed by the creation of the delta works, pushed
water management into an era of new water management approaches (van der Brugge et al., 2005). This
shift responds to the changing economic, political, and environmental conditions. The change is forcing
waterboards to adapt their water management strategies. The water management approach moved from
a technical approach towards a more integral approach. This integral approach is more focused on
including nature and ecological aspects. Furthermore, it values the aspect of social actors. This value is
with the creation of waterboard Limburg also reflected in the slogan: with and for the environment. It
shows how the national water management approach transitions are also reflected in regional water
management approaches. Though the Dutch water management system is characterised as a transition,
the shift towards a fully integrated water management approach is still not ‘complete’ (van der Brugge
et al., 2005). More space for innovation is needed to fully transition towards an integrated water
management approach, both inside and outside the current regime.
The second part zoomed in on waterboard Limburg. This part showcases how the national water
management approach influenced this waterboard and how this influenced the landscape in Limburg.
The research shows that the dominant national water management culture influences the waterboard.
Due to a more integral approach, the waterboard changed its way of working, incorporating the views
and opinions of the inhabitants of Limburg and putting more value on nature. The changing world
surrounding the waterboard forces the waterboard to change with them. The waterboard sets higher
values on its image and how people perceive them—resulting in another way of working. Whereas in
the past, the waterboard was the sole authority concerning decision-making, there are currently multiple
actors involved. Incorporating the new water management approach resulted in an influx of new
functions. Employees with different backgrounds entered the organisations. Think of people with
communication, strategy and ecological backgrounds.
The present gender regime at the waterboard aligns with the transition theory. It is geared towards
preserving the status quo and thus optimising and protecting the current system and the corresponding
investments rather than system innovations. Thomas explained in his interview his view about this, the
waterboards are regarded as one of the oldest governments bodies and are not likely to change. However,
changes can be observed within the waterboard Limburg. Employees indicate a change by showing a
strong sense of then and now. The employees indicate an increase in women’s participation throughout
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the whole organisation. This change is not yet seen in the general board. The general board is often
referred to as dominantly male. The executive board was only male and now includes one woman,
proudly referred to by employees. Moreover, statistics still indicate otherwise; throughout the whole
organization, women still represent just 30% of the employees. Most employees referred to an influx of
new employees to achieve greater gender equality and rejuvenation. However, the recent influx of new
employees does not necessarily guarantee that the gender regime will change. The process may be
captured by the most powerful actors representing the existing regime. In Emma’s interview, she gave
an example of this experience in her previous function, where a powerful actor discontinued changes
within her project. Moreover, new employees may not be in favour of transitions. Considering the
transition theory, the most important actors to be included are the ‘niche players who have a clear interest
in changing and transforming the current system. Besides, they need expertise, knowledge, and
motivation to accomplish such changes. Niche actors need to be willing to think in ways and have
different perspectives regarding the current dominant regime (Kronsell, 2013). Applying the gender
regime, women may be regarded as niche actors. This can break the current regime that is, in my opinion,
still geared towards masculinity.
The third part zoomed in on the individual stories from three female employees. A similarity between
all three women is their ambitions. They stated that they rather contribute to the organisations than make
promotions. All women are focused on gaining knowledge through experiences and applying this to the
field. Furthermore, a similarity between the three is that they all indicated to have, to some extent,
affinity with structuring and having an overarching view in projects. This is the knowledge they
contribute to the organisation, which contributes to projects in land and water.
While providing clear, critical, and strong examples of their experiences, they did not recognise or
mention structural inequalities. Or translate these experiences to their marginality, either individually or
collectively, into a general commentary on the waterboard itself. Besides, they reject the idea of putting
extra emphasise on gender equality. They feel like it suggests that they are only hired for their gender
and not for the expertise they deliver.
All three females see gender as a non-problem, especially in the narrative of Fleur is this strongly
brought forward. This was not because she could not ‘see’ the gender-related issues. She did comment
and share gender-related situations with me. But she located them most of the time elsewhere (external
organisations), or organisational history that now has transcended. Additionally, the gender situations
that she encountered were not seen as organisational gender problems. She referred to these as
prejudiced individuals. On the other side, she did, as well as the other two, ascribed masculine
characteristics to the waterboard. This, together with statements from other employees, makes me
conclude that the waterboard is still male-oriented, thus producing masculine related measures for land
and water problems.
This research shows that the waterboard is still dominantly masculine and aligns with other scholars'
perspectives that water management is still predominantly male (Hartley & Kuecker, 2021; Kosovac,
2021; Zwarteveen, 2008). According to this literature, this is due to the still overarching, technocratic
narrative in the water world. This technocratic narrative represents a central and dominant cultural ideal
of masculinity (Zwarteveen, 2008). The transition towards an integrated water management approach
caused, next to water engineers, other domains to participate in water management, such as economists,
social, political, environmental scientists. This participation questioned the technocratic thinking and
thus can start to challenge the dominant masculine field (Hartley & Kuecker, 2021). Thus, moving away
from a technocratic approach is indirectly also moving away from a masculine approach. This is also
shown in the waterboard of Limburg. Wherewith the arrival of a more integrated approach, more women
arrived and thus trying to move away from the masculine influence. The arrival of more disciplines also
meant the entering of more women in the organization. These kinds of developments are a starting point
of the re-shaping of professional identities and the ways in which these are gendered (Zwarteveen,
2008).
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8. Strengths and limitations of the research
It is important is to recognise the strengths and limitations of this research. Acknowledging this can help
further research. I first show the strengths of this research. Hereafter I go into depth about the limitations
of this research.

8.1. Strengths
The first strength of this research is that this research included -in-depth interviews. In-depth interviews
are an effective method to get perspectives on how someone feels and thinks about a subject. In-depth
interviews are flexible and encourage the researcher and participant to explore intimate aspects of a
person’s life by reflecting upon feelings, emotions, beliefs, and experiences (Brinkmann & Kvale,
2005). Since the research aimed to gain information on employees’ perceptions and feelings, conducting
in-depth interviews was a good choice.
The second strength of this research is the diversity of employees. The perspective of both males and
females are used to explore the daily experiences. Besides, gender relations are continuously researched
concerning both genders (Connell & Pearse, 2015). Furthermore, the employees work at various levels
and clusters throughout the organisation. In this way, a broad picture of the waterboard could be formed.
However, it should also be mentioned that the diversity in other categories was less diverse, age,
inhabitant of Limburg, and work experience. This can give similar experiences.
To add, this research encompasses different levels of analysis. It analyses national, regional waterboard
Limburg and individual employees. This gives a complete view of the situation and helps to understand
to put the waterboard into a broader perspective. Waterboards are part of a complex collaboration
between different institutions. Decisions, policies, and measurements are taken in other institutions that
influence the waterboards. Only analysing the waterboards would therefore give a one-dimensional
analysis.
The last strength is the role the researcher played in this research. I, as the researcher, played a crucial
role. By positioning the researcher in the study, the researcher becomes a methodological instrument,
leading to new perspectives and enriching the research. To take subjectivity in regard, I described
relevant aspects of myself, including any biases, assumptions, and expectations. Furthermore, several
interviews can be done to create objectivity, where attention is paid to shadowing other interviews. This
will not reduce the role of the researcher, but make sure to stay away from fictive stories from
participants (Nelson, 2003). On the other hand, other literature has argued that taking the participant’s
word for truth can be regarded as a feminist knowledge production (Willemse, 2014). However, it has
to be mentioned that due to the subjectivity, this research is not replicable.

8.2. Limitations
Analysing what effect gender has on the waterboard, and thus the influence on the landscape should be
analysed on a larger time scale. Transitions are often studied in a period of a minimum of 25 years. In
this research, a period of a maximum of 26 years of one employee is reached. Furthermore, it is analysed
by only taking the experiences of the several employees into consideration. Perhaps, more in-depth
interviewees could conclude whether gender plays a role in designing our landscape.
The second limitations that should be discussed are the limitations that are caused by covid-19
restrictions. Due to the restrictions, the preferred research method of ‘real-life’ interviews could not be
performed. Instead, interviews were held through online platforms. With the consequences that building
a relationship between the employees and me was more difficult. In real life you can have a small talk
before the interview, which can establish a trust bond. Furthermore, due to the online interviews, no
visual observations could be made. If I was able to go to the office of the waterboard, employees could
have shown visuals, such as documents of measures taken in real life. This could help in gaining more
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in-depth information concerning land-water projects. This information is now limited provided
throughout this research.

8.3. Further research
Gender relations within the waterboard of Limburg do not indicate to have an influence on the landscape.
No conclusions could be drawn within this research. Perhaps, in addition to a gender analysis within an
organisation, gender analyses should be conducted on a larger scale. How do developments of gender
relations play a role in the governing and policies of Dutch water management? At this moment, the
individual and organisational levels are analysed. Suggested by Ali et al., (2015) is to take on a
multilevel framework at three levels: national, corporate, and individual. Now, the national level is only
analysed in relation to changes in the landscape. Waterboards are also influenced by politics, as they
form one of the Dutch oldest governing bodies. In the past years, political attention to gender has
significantly increased (Ahrens et al., 2021). Besides, transitions are often analysed in a period of a
minimum of 25 years(van der Brugge et al., 2005). To add, it would also be interesting to insert another
scale of analysis, the project scale. Now the career path of the individual employees has been explored
and their corresponding feelings and emotions. Investigating values that drove modelling choices can
be revealed when only paying attention to one project. As mentioned in the interviewees, projects always
have a kind of consistency. However, each land and water manager has also their modelling ethical
values. Which can result in explicit and unconscious preferences altering the choices made when
drafting measurements. Also, more employees from the same project need to be analysed (Packett et al.,
2020). This research was unable to reveal these ethical values. Thus, a broader analysis is needed.
To add, it is important to take a broader integral view towards the integration of viewpoints, by taking
into consideration intersectionality. Intersectionality has evolved within feminist theory and is grounded
in a feminist understanding of power and knowledge production(Kaijser & Kronsell, 2014).
Intersectionality is the relation between different social categories of gender, race, sexuality, age and so
forth. This research only looked at the perspective of the white male/female. The intersection concerning
race could not be made, as few people from other backgrounds work at the waterboard. Age and gender
seem to be a recurring intersection. However, the average age of employees in this research is around
40, which means that viewpoints of younger employees are not taken into consideration.
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9. Conclusion
In this chapter, I conclude this study. This research has explored how gender relations play a role in
shaping the Dutch landscape. This is done by understanding the daily experiences of employees of
waterboard Limburg. Understanding the everyday experiences can help to understand how it shapes and
influences the Landscape. The narratives stated in this research helped to describe the gender relations
within the organisation.
In this research, I wanted to know how gender relations play a role in shaping the Dutch Landscape by
using the daily experiences of the employees of the waterboard in Limburg. I answered this research
question by looking into three sub research questions; 1) How did the transition in Dutch water
management influence the current land and water management practices in the Netherlands?; 2)How
did the Waterboard of Limburg transition over the years?; 3)How can the gender regime of the
waterboard be described using the daily experiences of the employees of waterboard Limburg? In the
following section, I answer each sub-question. The last part is an answer to the main research question.
How did the transition in Dutch water management influence the current land and water management
practices in the Netherlands?
Dutch water management transition is characterised by a shift from a technocratic approach towards an
integrated water management approach. The first changes in approach became visible after the floods
in 1953, which are seen as the starting point of the water management transition. Also, more awareness
arose in the society concerning environmental aspects, altering the type of measurements taken in water
and land management. Over the years, flood safety has been realised through combining other values
such as landscape, environmental and cultural, impacting the Dutch landscape. The transition in the
Netherlands has influenced the current land and water management practices by incorporating a new
water management style. This new water management style also influenced the way the landscape is
designed.
How did the Waterboard of Limburg transition over the years?
A change in waterboard Limburg has been captured in this research. First, similar to the national trend,
many small waterboards merged over the years. Where the recent merger in 2017 is the most noticeable.
Due to efficiency reasons, it was decided by the province that the then two waterboards present in
Limburg should merge into one waterboard. This merger impacted the organisation and influenced the
feelings of employees. Marked by this fusion, the organisation needed to re-establish itself. Secondly, a
more significant influx of women is noticeable. Third, the waterboard showed a transition in the water
management approach, influenced by the national water management approach.
How can the gender regime of the waterboard be described using the daily experiences of the employees
of the waterboard Limburg?
The gender regime at the waterboard Limburg is geared towards masculine norms and behaviours. These
norms and behaviours are enacted and reproduced by the employees. Most employees remarked that
there is a very pleasant working atmosphere, with no visible gender inequalities. However, small
remarks from female employees concerning gendered examples of behaviour made me conclude that
the organisation is indeed still geared towards favouring masculine behaviour. Employees proudly refer
to the entering of more women in the organisation. But tend to stay away from acknowledging and
understanding how these new dynamic changes the underlying structure of the organisation.
To conclude, I researched the three sub-questions. In every aspect of the different subject, a transition
was recognised. As of this moment, it is not possible to say how the daily experiences of employees
influence the landscape. However, there are changes noticeable within the gender regime of the
waterboard. However, these changes do not follow the transitions of Dutch water management. Perhaps,
in a couple of years, the transition in gender regime is more visible in the waterboard and the
corresponding measurements that they take.
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